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Abstrat: Common diulties in multi-target traking arise from the fat that the system state and
the olletion of measurements are unordered and their size evolve randomly through time. The random
nite set theory provides a powerful framework to ope with these issues. This doument fouses more
partiularly on the PHD (Probability Hypothesis Density) lter proposed by Mahler.
The rst part of this report (up to setion 4) is a synthesis of Mahler's work and aims at providing
a thorough desription of the onstrution of the single-sensor PHD lter. Then, based on a few leads
provided by Mahler, the seond part (from setion 5) proposes several extensions of this lter to the
multi-sensor ase.
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Filtre PHD multi-ible : proposition d'extensions au as
multi-apteur
Résumé : Le pistage multi-ible se trouve onfronté au double problème suivant : l'état du système et
la olletion de mesures ne sont pas ordonnés et leurs dimensions varient aléatoirement au ours du temps.
Dans e ontexte, l'utilisation des ensembles aléatoires nis apporte un adre de résolution partiulièrement
pertinent et e travail s'intéresse plus partiulièrement au ltre PHD (Probability Hypothesis Density)
introduit par Mahler.
La première partie de e rapport (jusqu'à la setion 4) est une synthèse des travaux de Mahler et se
veut pédagogique : elle reprend en détail la onstrution du ltre PHD mono-apteur. En se basant sur
les éléments de solution proposés par Mahler, la deuxième partie (à partir de la setion 5) propose des
extensions du ltre au as multi-apteur.
Mots-lés : Pistage Multi-apteur/Multi-ible, PHD, Ensembles Aléatoires Finis
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1 Introdution
This doument deals with the Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) lter as a solution for multi-target
Bayesian ltering. The aim of this doument is to desribe the setting of the single-sensor/multi-target
PHD lter as provided by Mahler, and to propose several paths for an extension to the multi-sensor
ase. Although the desription of the single-sensor ase (setions 2, 3 and 4) relies heavily on Mahler's
work on the topi ([1℄, [2℄), the author found nonetheless important to desribe it thoroughly sine it
provides ground for the disussion on the multi-sensor ase. Pleaste note that this work may be seen as
unomprehensive and may ontain mistakes sine it mainly reets the author's modest understanding of
Mahler's work on PHD ltering.
Setion 2 provides the general framework of multisensor-multitarget Bayesian ltering, that is, it desribes
the problem to solve. The denition of the PHD and a brief desription of the fundamental steps whih
allows the onstrution of the PHD-equivalent formulas out of the Bayesian equations are then given in
order to provide an insight on the "logial ow" whih leads the onstrution of the single-sensor/multi-
target PHD lter.
Setion 3 desribes some basis on the Finite Set Statistis (FISST) alulus and gives some tools whih
will be required to "translate" the Bayesian formulas into their PHD-equivalent (setion 4). Note that
some important mathematial proofs are given in setion 8. As other material in these rst setions,
it is strongly based on Mahler's work ([1℄, [2℄). However, the author did not fully grasp several proofs
given in [1℄ and found it interesting to reformulate them in order improve its understanding on the topi.
Moreover, inluding these proofs allows this doument to be as omprehensive as possible.
In setion 5, the extension of the single-sensor/multi-target PHD equation to the multi-sensor ase are
presented. Then, a few leads are disussed in order to simplify the Bayes update equations in a more
tratable form. Note that this report is a rst version and fouses on theoretial results. Works are in
progress to validate the assumptions on the proposed extensions.
RR n° 7337
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2 Multi-sensor/multi-target Bayesian ltering
In the general multisensor-multitarget Bayesian framework, the time update and data update equations
at step k + 1 are given by the following formulas:
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) =
∫
fk+1|k(X |W )fk|k(W |Z
(k))δW (1)
fk+1|k+1(X |Z
(k+1)) =
fk+1(Zk+1|X)fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))∫
fk+1(Zk+1|W )fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
(2)
where:
 X = {x1, ..., xn} is a multi-target state, i.e. a nite set of elements xi dened on the single-target
spae X ; 1
 Zk+1 = {z1, ..., zm} is the urrent multi-sensor observation, i.e. a olletion of measurements zi
produed at time k + 1 by all the sensors;
 Z(k) =
⋃
t6k Zt is the olletion of observations up to time k;
 fk|k(W |Z
(k)) is the urrent multi-target posterior density in state W ;
 fk+1|k(X |W ) is the urrent multi-target Markov transition density, from state W to state X ;
 fk+1(Z|X) is the urrent multi-sensor/multi-target likelihood funtion.
Although equations (1) and (2) may seem similar to the lassial single-sensor/single-target Bayesians
equations, they are generally untratable beause of the presene of the set integrals. Integrals in (1) and
(2) are indeed omputed over multi-target sets rather than single-target states. Beause multi-target sets
belongs to multi-target spaeX =
⋃
n>0 X
n
, to ompute every possible set one must ompute every possible
dimension (i.e number of target) n, and for eah n ompute every possible n-state olletion (x1, ..., xn).
Likewise, the onstrution of the multi-target transition funtion fk+1|k or the multi-sensor/multi-target
likelihood funtion fk+1 may be tedious in many traking problems.
Hene the introdution of the PHD:
Denition 2.1. ([1℄ p.1154) The Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) is the density Dk|k(x|Z
(k)) de-
ned on single-target state spae X whose integral
∫
S
Dk|k(x|Z
(k))dx on any region S ⊆ X is the expeted
number Nk|k(S) =
∫
|X ∩ S|fk|k(X |Z
(k))δX of targets ontained in S.
Although dened on single-state spae X , the PHD enapsulates information on both target number
and states and therefore provides a nie alternative to umbersome multitarget posterior fk|k(X |Z
(k)).
Furthermore, should the posterior be approximated as a multitarget Poisson as required later (see setion
4.2), Mahler proved ([1℄, theorem 4 p.1166) that the best Poisson approximation - in an information-
theoreti sense - has an intensity equal to its PHD Dk|k(x|Z
(k)).
1
The state xi of a target is usually omposed of its position, its veloity, et.
RR n° 7337
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Assuming that propagating the PHD is suient enough for an aurate estimation of target number
and target states, the hallenge is to nd the PHD-equivalent of Bayes formulas (1) and (2) in order to
propagate densitiesDk+1|k(x|Z
(k)) andDk+1|k+1(x|Z
(k+1)) rather than multi-target densities. Essentially,
the onstrution of the PHD follows from the following points:
1. The multitarget prior fk|k an be seen as a probability distribution fΞ of a random nite set Ξ;
2. Thanks to Finite Set Statistis (FISST) alulus, fΞ and its multimoment densities an be on-
struted as set derivatives of its probability generating density funtional (PGFl) GΞ[h];
3. Under ertain assumptions - partiularly on the target motion model - the PGFl GΞ[h] an be
onstruted expliitly;
4. The PHD Dk|k is the rst-moment density of the multitarget prior fk|k.
Therefore, under the same assumptions, the PHD Dk|k an be onstruted expliitly. Likewise, the multi-
target Bayes equations an be "translated" in expliit PHD-equivalent formulas.
Although the losed-form PHD-equivalent of the time update equation (1) requires no strong assumption
on the multitarget posterior (see setion 4.1), this is not true for the data update equation (1), whih
requires the multitarget posterior to be approximately Poisson (see setion 4.2). But, even with this
assumption, the PHD-equivalent remains tratable in the single-sensor ase only. That is why a few leads
are disussed in setion 5 in order to simplify the Bayes update equation in the multi-sensor ase.
RR n° 7337
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3 Finite set statistis and generalized FISST multi-target alulus
3.1 Multi-target states and nite sets
The multitarget state X = {x1, ..., xn} an be formulated equivalently by a point proess Ξ on spae X .
If we further assume that the elements xi are distints, then the orresponding simple point proess (or
random nite set - RFS) Ξ is equivalently desribed by the ounting measure NΞ(S) = |Ξ ∩ S| or the
Dira δΞ(x) =
∑
w∈Ξ δw(x). From now on, this assumption will be onsidered valid so that multi-target
sets and the posterior densities an be desribed using FISST alulus.
A RFS Ξ is haraterized by the family of its Janossy densities jΞ,1(x1), jΞ,2(x1, x2)... (see [6℄ for a thorough
desription). These densities are symmetri in all arguments (sine elements in Ξ are unordered), vanish
whenever two elements are equal (sine Ξ is simple), and are jointly normalized:
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
jΞ,n(x1, ..., xn)dx1...dxn = 1 (3)
The multitarget posterior fk|k(X |Z
(k)) an then be desribed using the Janossy densities of the orre-
sponding RFS Ξk|k:
fk|k({x1, ..., xn}|Z
(k)) = jΞk|k,n(x1, ..., xn) (4)
Beause multi-target densities must be desribed as simple RFS in order to use the onvenient FISST
alulus rules as explained later, an important onsequene is that fk|k({x1, ..., xn}|Z
(k)) = 0 whenever
two elements xi, xj are equal. Whether this might have unwanted onsequenes on PHD ltering in ertain
ases (e.g. very lose targets in spae X ) is an interesting question to be answered.
3.2 Probability generating funtionals
The probability generating funtionals (PGFls) are a generalization of the belief-mass funtions that will
prove to be onvenient tools to ompute both multi-target posteriors and PHDs.
Denition 3.1. ([1℄ p.1161) Let Ξ be a RFS on X with density fΞ and h a real-valued funtion suh that
∀x ∈ X , 0 6 h(x) 6 1. The PGFl GΞ of Ξ is dened as:
GΞ[h] =
∫
hXfΞ(X)δX
2
(5)
As noted in [3℄, the dention of the argument funtion h of PGFl G is simplied here. The gradient
derivation of PGFls in Dira funtions (see denition 3.2) requires an extension of h as a sum of Dira
funtions; the proper denition is given in [1℄. We will ignore this tehniality here, beause the base
funtions h and g we will need to derive the PHD equivalent of the time and data update equations are
simple real-valued funtions as dened above.
Note that the PGFl GΞ is the funtional generalization of the belief-mass set funtion βΞ sine:
∀S ∈ X , βΞ(S) =
∫
1XS fΞ(X)δX = GΞ[1S ] (6)
where 1S is the indiator funtion on S. Mahler provides the following intuitive interpretation of this
funtional. If h(x) is seen as the detetion probability of a sensor's eld of view on a single target spae X ,
2hX =
Q
x∈X h(x), h
∅ = 1
RR n° 7337
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then GΞ[h] is the probability of some RFS Ξ (desribing a multi-target state, for example) to be inluded
in the eld of view. In that sense, the PGFls an be seen as a generalization of belief-mass funtions on
fuzzy subsets - with h as their membership funtion - rather than on "ertain states" S.
An important property that will be used to build PGFls is shared with the belief-funtion. If Ξ =
Ξ1 ∪ ... ∪ Ξn it the union of independent RFSs, then their respetive PGFls GΞ, GΞ1 , ...GΞn are linked by
the following relation:
∀h,GΞ[h] =
∏
i
GΞi [h] (7)
3.3 Set derivatives and funtional derivatives
In a similar fashion than the gradient derivative of real funtions G(x) on X are dened, the gradient
derivative of a PGFl G[h] in funtion diretion g is given by:
∂G
∂g
[h] = lim
ǫ→0
G[h+ ǫ.g]−G[h]
ǫ
(8)
The PGFls being the "funtional onterpart" (although expanded) of the "set" belief-mass funtions,
Mahler showed using set derivatives rules that gradient derivatives on PGFls are equivalent to set deriva-
tives on belief-mass funtions. That is, for all multi-target set X = {x1, ..., xn} for all subset S ⊆ X :
δnβΞ
δx1...δxn
(S) =
∂nGΞ
∂δx1 ...∂δxn
[1S] (9)
That is, the set derivative in the singleton {x} is the onterpart of the gradient derivative in Dira delta
funtion δx (also alled funtional derivative in x). Hene the following simplied notation of gradient
derivatives:
Denition 3.2. ([1℄ p.1162) The funtional derivatives of PGFl G[h] in distint points x1, ..., xn are:
δ0G
δx0
[h] = G[h] (10)
δG
δx1
[h] =
∂G
∂δx1
[h] (11)
δnG
δx1...δxn
[h] =
∂nG
∂δx1 ...∂δxn
[h] (12)
3.4 Some essential properties of funtional derivatives
Let G[h] = h(x1) for some x1 ∈ X , then:
δG
δx
[h] = δx(x1) (13)
The proof is given in setion 8.1.
Let G[h] =
∫
h(x)f(x)dx, then:
δG
δx
[h] = f(x) (14)
The proof is given in setion 8.2.
RR n° 7337
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Proposition 3.1. Let Ξ be a RFS with density fΞ and PGFl GΞ, X = {x1, ..., xn} a RFS of distint
points of X , then:
fΞ(X) =
δnGΞ
δx1...δxn
[0] (15)
The proof is given in setion 8.3.
3.5 Multitarget moment densities
Denition 3.3. ([1℄ p.1162) Let Ξ be a RFS on X with density fΞ. Its moment density DΞ is dened as:
DΞ(X) =
∫
fΞ(X ∪W )δW (16)
The funtion of n variables DΞ({x1, ..., xn}) is the moment of order n (or n-th moment) of Ξ.
The moment density DΞ(X) of a given multi-target set X = {x1, ..., xn} an be seen as the likelihood
that a realisation of the RFS Ξ ontains at least the points x1, ..., xn. Therefore, if the state spae X is
a single-target spae, DΞ(X) an be seen as the likelihood that there are at least n targets, with distint
states x1, ..., xn.
As for the density fΞ, the moment density DΞ an be omputed as a set derivative of the PGFl.
Theorem 3.1. ([1℄ p.1162) Let Ξ be a RFS with density fΞ, moment density DΞ and PGFl GΞ, X =
{x1...xn} a olletion of distint points of X , then:
DΞ(X) =
δnGΞ
δx1...δxn
[1] (17)
The proof is given in setion 8.4.
The following alulus rule is an example of the use of the rst moment in order to ompute set integrals.
Proposition 3.2. ([1℄ p.1163) Let Ξ be a RFS with density fΞ and moment density DΞ and PGFl GΞ,
and h a real-valued funtion on X . Then:∫
hY fΞ(Y )δY =
∫
h(y)DΞ({y})dy 3 (18)
In partiular, setting h = δx gives ([1℄ p.1162) :
∀x ∈ X , DΞ({x}) =
∫
δY (x)fΞ(Y )δY
4
(19)
The proof an be found in setion 8.5.
Another important result involves PGFls and funtional tranformation:
Proposition 3.3. ([1℄ p.1163) Let h → Φ[h] be a funtional transformation suh that Φ[1] = 1. Let GΞ
be a PGFl with orresponding moment density DΞ, and G the funtional dened by G[h] = GΞ[Φ[h]] for
all h, with orresponding moment density D. Then:
D({x}) =
∫
Dw({x})DΞ({w})dw (20)
where Dw is the orresponding moment density of the PGFl Φw dened by Φw[h] = Φ[h](w).
3hX =
P
x∈X h(x), h∅ = 0
4δY (x) =
P
y∈Y δy(x), δ∅ = 0
RR n° 7337
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The proof is given in setion 8.6.
The fundamental result for later is that the PHD is the rst moment density:
Theorem 3.2. ([1℄ p.1163) Let Ξk|k be a multitarget RFS with density fk|k(X |Z
(k)) and moment density
Dk|k(X |Z
(k)). Then, for any region S ⊆ X :∫
S
Dk|k({x}|Z
(k))dx = E(|Ξk|k ∩ S|) (21)
That is, the rst-moment density equals the PHD almost everywhere:
Dk|k({x}|Z
(k)) = Dk|k(x|Z
(k)) (22)
The proof is given in setion 8.7.
Equation (21) is fundamental beause it provides the PHD with a traditionnal statistial interpretation.
Being the rst moment density, the PHD an be seen as the "expetation" in the multitarget spae.
Indeed, the set integral
∫
X.fk|k(X |Z
(k))δX does not exist sine the sum operator has no sense in the
lass of nite sets, hene the absene of a "onventional" expetation operator.
Note also that the ombination of results (17) and (22) allows the omputation of the PHD as a set
derivative, sine:
DΞ(x) = DΞ({x}) =
δGΞ
δx
[1] (23)
Sine the PHD Dk|k(x|Z
(k)) is merely the rst-moment of the multi-target density fk|k(X |Z), propagating
the PHD rather than the multi-target density redues the information available on targets. Although this
ost is neessary to transform general Bayes equations in their more tratable PHD-equivalents, one must
keep it in mind for the design of a pratial lter.
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4 Single-sensor/multi-target PHD ltering
4.1 Time update equation
The hallenge is to nd the onterpart of the set-based Bayes time update equation (1), repeated here:
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) =
∫
fk+1|k(X |W )fk|k(W |Z
(k))δW
First, some assumptions on the target model must be made in order to shape the orresponding PGFls.
It is assumed that, at time k:
 Eah existing target i, with state xik, dies with a probability 1− ps(x
k
i );
5
 If it survives, target xik evolves towards state x
i
k+1 with probability distribution f
E
k+1|k(.|x
i
k);
 For eah existing target with state xik, a olletion of spawned targets Y
i
k+1 is reated whose proba-
bility distribution is fSk+1|k(.|x
i
k);
 A olletion of spontaneous birth targets Yk+1 is reated whose probability distribution is f
B
k+1|k(.);
 The evolution, spawning and spontaneous proesses are statistially indendent onditionnaly on the
multitarget state Xk of existing targets.
Note that the transition fEk+1|k(.|x
i
k) is a state funtion, but the spawning f
S
k+1|k(.|x
i
k) and the birth
fBk+1|k(.) proesses are still set funtion. The above assumptions on the target transition model are
fundamental beause they allow the "deoupling" of the set transition funtion fk+1|k(.|W ) in a muh
simpler state funtion fEk+1|k(.|x
i
k). Therefore, with no additional assumptions on spawning or birth
proesses, the sole part of the PGFl of the multi-target state RFS Ξk+1|k whih is ontruted expliitly is
the transition part and we have:
Proposition 4.1. ([1℄ p.1164) Conditionnaly on previous multi-target set X, the multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k
with density fk+1|k(Y |X) has a PGFl Gk+1|k[h|X ] equal to:
Gk+1|k[h|X ] = (1− ps + ps.p
E
h )
X .(pSh )
X .pBh (24)
where:
 pEh (.) is the funtion p
E
h (x) =
∫
h(y)fEk+1|k(y|x)dy;
 pSh(x) is the PGFl of the spawning multi-target RFS Ξ
S
k+1|k(x);
 pBh is the PGFl of the spontaneous birth multi-target RFS Ξ
B
k+1|k.
The proof is given in setion 8.8.
5ps(.) = ps,k+1(.), time subsripts are omitted for simpliity's sake.
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From the onstrution of the PGFl, the time update formula follows:
Theorem 4.1. ([1℄ p.1167) The time update equation is given by:
Dk+1|k(x) = b
B
k+1|k(x) +
∫ (
ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w) + b
S
k+1|k(x|w)
)
Dk|k(w)dw (25)
where:
 Dk+1|k(x) = Dk+1|k(x|Z
(k)) is the PHD of the time updated multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k;
 Dk|k(x) = Dk|k(x|Z
(k)) is the PHD of the posterior multi-target RFS Ξk|k;
6
 bSk+1|k(x|w) is the PHD of the spawning multi-target RFS Ξ
S
k+1|k(w);
 bBk+1|k(x) is the PHD of the spontaneous birth multi-target RFS Ξ
B
k+1|k.
The proof is given in 8.9.
Theorem 4.1 allows (in theory) the omputation of the time updated expeted number of targets Nk+1|k
sine, aording to denition 2.1:
Nk+1|k =
∫
Dk+1|k(x)dx
=
∫
bBk+1|k(x)dx +
∫ [(
ps(w) +
∫
bSk+1|k(x|w)dx
)
Dk|k(w)
]
dw (26)
However, depending on the shape of the spawning and spontaneous birth proesses, the omputation of
integrals
∫
bBk+1|k(x)dx and
∫
bSk+1|k(x|w)dx for all w may be triky. In order to overome this diulty,
the set funtions of the spawning and spontaneous birth proesses an be "deoupled" in state funtions so
that their PGFl, and heneforth their PHD, an be onstruted expliitly. As for the transition funtion,
this requires additionnal assumptions. It is ommon to assume than spawning and spontaneous birth
proesses are Poisson, i.e.:
fSk+1|k(Y |x) = exp(−λ
S
k+1|k(x))
∏
y∈Y
λSk+1|k(x)s
S
k+1|k(y|x) (27)
fBk+1|k(Y ) = exp(−λ
B
k+1|k)
∏
y∈Y
λBk+1|ks
B
k+1|k(y) (28)
where:
 ∀x, IS(y|x) = λSk+1|k(x)s
S
k+1|k(y|x) with λ
S
k+1|k(x) > 0 and
∫
sSk+1|k(y|x)dy = 1 is the intensity of
the spawning proess in y originating from target in x;
 IB(y) = λBk+1|ks
B
k+1|k(y) with λ
B
k+1|k > 0 and
∫
sBk+1|k(y)dy = 1 is the intensity of the spontaneous
birth proess in y.
6Dk|k(x) is stated as "posterior" sine it is the density whih results from the Bayes update following the previous
observation.
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The following proposition is a useful tool when dealing with Poisson proesses:
Proposition 4.2. ([1℄ p.1164) Let Ξ be a RFS whose density fΞ(X) is Poisson with intensity I(x) and
parameter λ =
∫
I(x)dx. Then:
 Its moment density DΞ is DΞ(X) =
∏
x∈X I(x);
 Its PGFl GΞ is GΞ[h] = exp(I[h]− λ).
where I[h] is the funtional I[h] =
∫
h(x)I(x)dx.
The proof is given in 8.10.
Sine the PHD is the rst-moment density (see (22)) and therefore the intensity (see proposition 4.2
above), then the Poisson assumption immediately leads to the following simplied versions of theorem 4.1
and equality (26):
Corollary 4.1. ([1℄ P.1167) If the spawning and spontaneous birth proesses are Poisson with respetive
intensities IS(y|x) = λSk+1|k(x)s
S
k+1|k(y|x) and I
B(y) = λBk+1|ks
B
k+1|k(y), the time update equation is given
by:
Dk+1|k(x) = λ
B
k+1|ks
B
k+1|k(x) +
∫ (
ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w) + λ
S
k+1|k(w)s
S
k+1|k(x|w)
)
Dk|k(w)dw (29)
Furthermore, the time updated expeted number of targets Nk+1|k is given by:
Nk+1|k = λ
B
k+1|k +
∫ (
ps(w) + λ
S
k+1|k(w)
)
Dk|k(w)dw (30)
From now on, we will assume spawning and spontaneous birth proesses to be Poisson so that results from
orollary 4.1 are valid.
4.2 Single-sensor data update equation
The hallenge is to nd the onterpart of the set-based data update equation (2), repeated here:
fk+1|k+1(X |Z
(k+1)) =
fk+1(Zk+1|X)fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))∫
fk+1(Zk+1|W )fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
First, some assumptions on the observation model must be made in order to shape the orresponding
PGFls. It is assumed that, following target transition between time steps k and k + 1:
 Eah existing target i, with state xik+1, is deteted with probability pd(x
i
k+1);
7
 If deteted, target i produes a single measurement z ∈ Z with probability distribution fOk+1(z|x
i
k+1) =
Lz(x
i
k+1) (Lz is the vraisemblane funtion) ;
 A olletion of false alarms are reated, who is assumed Poisson with parameter λ and intensity
λ.c(.);
 The observation proesses on eah target are statistially independent, onditionnaly on the multi-
target set Xk+1 of existing targets.
7pd(.) = pd,k+1(.), time subsripts are omitted for simpliity's sake.
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Proposition 4.3. ([1℄ p.1168) Conditionnaly on previous multi-target set X, the single-sensor/multi-
target observation RFS Σk+1|k with density fk+1(Zk+1|X) has a PGFl Gk+1[g|X ] equal to:
Gk+1[g|X ] = (1− pd + pd.p
O
g )
X .eλ.c[g]−λ (31)
where:
 pOg (.) is the funtion p
O
g (x) =
∫
g(z)fOk+1(z|x)dz;
 c[.] is the false alarm funtional c[g] =
∫
g(z)c(z)dz.
The proof is given in 8.11.
In order to nd the PHD-equivalent of the set-based data update, an assumption on the time updated
PHD (i.e. the density Dk+1|k resulting from orollary 4.1) is neessary (see below). From now on, it will
be assumed that time updated distribution fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is approximately Poisson with intensity µs and
parameter µ 8. The following denition introdues the "ross-terms". Even though these terms were not
oined by Mahler, they will be introdued sine they will play an important role in the extension to the
multi-sensor ase (see setion 5).
Denition 4.1. Let g be a real-valued funtion dened on observation spae Z suh that ∀z ∈ Z [j],
0 6 g[j](z) 6 1. Let h be a real-valued funtion dened on state spae X suh that ∀x ∈ X , 0 6 h(x) 6 1.
Assume that the time updated distribution fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is approximately Poisson with intensity µs and
parameter µ. Then, the generi single-sensor ross-term is the funtional dened by:
β[g, h] = λc[g]− λ+ µs
[
h(1− pd + pdp
O
g )
]
− µ (32)
where:
 pOg is the funtion p
O
g (x) =
∫
g(z)fOk+1(z|x)dz;
 c is the false alarm funtional c[g] =
∫
g(z)c(z)dz.
As for the PGFLs, g and h an be seen as fuzzy membership funtions in observation spae Z and target
state spae X respetively. When dierentiated in a single point of state spae x and/or observation spae
z, the generi ross-term beomes set in x and/or z:
Denition 4.2. Let β[g, h] be the generi single-sensor ross-term. Let x ∈ X be any point in target
spae. The single-sensor ross-term set in point x is dened by:
β[g, δx] =
δ
δx
β[g, h]
Let z ∈ Zk+1 be one of the urrent measurements, where Zk+1 is assumed non empty. The single-sensor
ross-term set in z is dened by:
β[δz, h] =
δ
δz
β[g, h]
The single-sensor ross-term set in x and z is dened by:
β[δz , δx] =
δ
δz
β[g, δx](=
δ
δx
β[δz, h])
8µs(.) = µk+1|ksk+1|k(.), time subsripts are omitted for simpliity's sake
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The following proposition gives an expliit expression of the set ross-terms and provides ground for their
intuitive interpretation:
Proposition 4.4. With the same notations as in denition 4.2, we have:
β[g, δx] = µ(1− pd(x) + pd(x)p
O
g (x))s(x)
β[δz, h] = λc(z) + µs[hpdLz]
β[δz , δx] = µpd(x)Lz(x)s(x)
In partiular, setting g = 0, h = 1 gives:
β[0, δx] = µ(1− pd(x))s(x) (33)
β[δz , 1] = λc(z) + µs[pdLz] (34)
β[δz , δx] = µpd(x)Lz(x)s(x) (35)
The proof is given in 8.12. These ross-terms an therefore be seen as the likelihood that:
 β[0, δx]: a target is in state x and is undeteted by the urrent observation;
 β[δz , δx]: a target is in state x, is deteted and produes measurement z;
 β[δz , 1]: a measurement is produed in point z.
Sine β[δz, 1] is the likelihood that a measurement is produed in point z, it overs both possible events
that z is a false alarm ("λc(z)") or z is produed by an underlying target ("µs[pdLz]", whih an be seen
as an "expetation" over state spae). Note also that, aording to the results of the proposition above,
a ross-term whih is set in several observation points (e.g.
δ2
δz2δz1
β[g, h] = δδz2β[δz1 , h]) and/or in several
state points (e.g.
δ2
δx2δx1
β[g, h] = δδx2 β[g, δx1 ]) equals to zero. Indeed, under the observation model, the
likelihood that several targets produe a single measurement and, alternatively, the likelihood that several
measurements are produed by a single target are null.
Finally, the single-sensor data update formula an be onstruted with derivatives of the generi single-
sensor terms and onstruted expliitely as follows:
Theorem 4.2. ([1℄ p.1168) Let Zk+1 = {z1, ..., zm} be the set of urrent measurements. Assuming that
the time updated distribution fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is approximately Poisson with parameter µ and intensity
µs(x), the data update equation is given by:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =
[
δ
δx
(
δm
δz1...δzm
eβ[g,h]
)]
g=0,h=1[
δm
δz1...δzm
eβ[g,h]
]
g=0,h=1
=

1− pd(x) + ∑
z∈Zk+1
pd(x)Lz(x)
λc(z) +Dk+1|k[pdLz]

 .Dk+1|k(x)
(36)
where:
 Dk+1|k+1(x) = Dk+1|k+1(x|Z
(k+1)) is the PHD of the data updated multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k+1;
 Dk+1|k(x) = Dk+1|k(x|Z
(k)) is the PHD of the time updated multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k;
 Dk+1|k[h] is the funtional Dk+1|k[h] =
∫
h(x)Dk+1|k(x)dx.
The proof is given in 8.13.
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5 Extension to the multi-sensor ase
As it an be seen in proof 8.13, the single-sensor data update equation is tratable beause the set
derivatives on the single-sensor ross-terms are easy to ompute. Although it is quite straightforward to
expand the ross-terms to multi-sensor ones and to write the multi-sensor data update equation as set
derivatives of these expanded ross-terms, nding a losed-form expression of the data updated multi-
sensor PHD (as an equivalent to theorem 4.2) is more hallenging. Mahler provided [4℄ a ombinational
expression for two sensors, in this setion we will extend these results to the multi-sensor ase with our
own expression based on multi-sensor ross-terms. Fortunately, our results when the sensor number is
N = 2 math Mahler's.
Note that the time update equation does not involve the observation proess (see theorem 4.1) and is
therefore idential in the single-sensor and multi-sensor ases.
5.1 Multi-sensor data update equation: derivative form
Assume that, following target transition between time steps k and k + 1, eah sensor j ∈ [1 N ] produes
measurements independently of the others aording to the observation model desribed in setion 4.2:
 Eah existing target i, with state xik+1, is deteted with probability p
[j]
d (x
i
k+1)
9
;
 If deteted, target i produes a single measurement z ∈ Z [j] with probability distribution f
O,[j]
k+1 (z|x
i
k+1) =
L
[j]
z (xik+1);
 A olletion of false alarms are reated, whih is assumed Poisson with parameter λ[j] and intensity
λ[j]c[j](.);
 The observation proesses on eah target are statistially independent, onditionnaly on the multi-
target set Xk+1 of existing targets.
Further assume that the time updated distribution fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is approximately Poisson with param-
eter µ and intensity µ.s(x). Then, expanding the ross-terms dened in the proof of the single-sensor data
update equation (see proof in setion 8.13) gives:
Denition 5.1. For all j ∈ [1 N ], let g[j] be a real-valued funtion dened on observation spae Z [j] suh
that ∀z ∈ Z [j], 0 6 g[j](z) 6 1. Let h be a real-valued funtion dened on state spae X suh that ∀x ∈ X ,
0 6 h(x) 6 1. The generi multi-sensor ross-term β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h] is the funtional dened by:
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h] =
N∑
j=1
(λ[j]c[j][g[j]]− λ[j]) + µs

h N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)− µ (37)
where:
 p
O,[j]
g[j]
(.) is the funtion p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x) =
∫
g[j](z)f
O,[j]
k+1 (z|x)dz;
 c[j][.] is the false alarm funtional c[j][g[j]] =
∫
g[j](z)c[j](z)dz.
As for the single-sensor ase, g[1], ..., g[N ] and h an be seen as fuzzy membership funtions in observation
spae Z [1], ...,Z [N ] and target state spae X respetively. Sine any target may be deteted by up to
N sensors and hene may produe up to N dierent measurements, one in eah observation spaes Z [i].
Therefore, the generi multi-sensor ross-term an be set in a single state x and/or any ombination of
measurements, at most one per sensor:
9p
[j]
d
(.) = p
[j]
d,k+1(.), time subsripts are omitted for simpliity's sake
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Denition 5.2. Let β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h] be the generi ross-term. Let x ∈ X be any element in target spae.
The multi-sensor ross-term set in point x is dened by:
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx] =
δ
δx
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
Let 1 6 M 6 N and t1, ...tM be the inreasing indexes in [1 N ] of any M distint sensors. Let z
[tj] ∈ Z
[tj ]
k+1
be one of the urrent measurements of sensor tj , where Z
[tj ]
k+1 is assumed non empty. The multi-sensor
ross-term set in z[t1], ..., z[tM ] is dened by:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h] =
δM
δz[t1]...δz[tM ]
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
The multi-sensor ross-term set in measurements z[t1], ..., z[tM ] and target state x is dened by:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], δx] =
δM
δz[t1]...δz[tM ]
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx]
(=
δ
δx
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h])
The following proposition gives an expliit expression of the set ross-terms and provides ground for their
intuitive interpretation:
Proposition 5.1. With the same notation as in denition 5.2, we have:
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx] = µ
N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h] =


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µs

h(p[t1]d L[t1]z[t1]) ∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)(M = 1)
µs

h M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d L
[ti]
z[ti]
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)(M > 1)
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], δx] = µ
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)
In partiular, setting g[1] = 0, ..., g[N ] = 0, h = 1 gives:
β[0, ..., 0, δx] = µ
N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x)
)
s(x) (38)
β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, 1] =


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µs

(p[t1]d L[t1]z[t1]) ∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d
)(M = 1)
µs

M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d L
[ti]
z[ti]
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d
)(M > 1)
(39)
β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, δx] = µ
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x)
)
s(x) (40)
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The proof is given in 8.14. One simplied, these ross-terms have an intuitive interpretation and an be
seen as the likelihood that:
 β[0, ..., 0, δx]: a target is in state x and is undeteted by the urrent observation;
 β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, 1]: measurements are produed in points z
[tj], j ∈ [1 M ] by a single
soure;
 β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, δx]: a target is in state x, is deteted by sensors tj , j ∈ [1 M ] only and
produes measurements z[tj], j ∈ [1 M ].
Note that the false alarm term λ[i]c[i](z[i]) vanished in β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, 1] whenever M > 1.
Indeed, ross-terms quantify the likelihood of the "link" between several points, at most one in state spae
(hene only one fuzzy membership funtion on X , namely h), at most one in eah of the observation
spaes (hene one fuzzy membership funtion per observation spae Z [i], namely g[i]). Hene, eah ross-
term quanties the likelihood that the measurements are produed by a single soure. If there is only
one measurement (i.e. M = 1), the measurement an be either produed by an underlying target or by
the false alarm proess; if there are at least two measurements (i.e. M > 1), all the measurements are
produed by a single target.
As it will be seen later, the ase where several measurements from dierent sensors are produed by false
alarm proesses is overed by a ombination of ross-terms. For example, the produt β[δz[1] , 0, 1].β[0, δz[2] , 1]
stands for the likelihood that measurements z[1] and z[2] are produed by dierent soures, eah one an
be produed by an underlying target or by a false alarm proess, provided that the (eventual) underly-
ing targets are dierent. On the other hand, the ross-term β[δz[1] , δz[2] , 1] stands for the likelihood that
measurements z[1] and z[2] are produed by a single soure, whih is neessarily a single underlying target.
As for the single-sensor ase, a ross-term whih is set in several observation points from the same
observation spae (e.g.
δ2
δz
[1]
2 δz
[1]
1
β[g[1], g[2], h] = δ
δz
[1]
2
β[δ
z
[1]
1
, g[2], h]) and/or in several state points (e.g.
δ2
δx2δx1
β[g[1], g[2], h] = δδx2β[g
[1], g[2], δx1 ]) equals to zero. Indeed, under the observation model, the like-
lihood that several targets produe a single measurement and, alternatively, the likelihood that several
measurements are produed by a single target are null.
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The multi-sensor data update equation an then be onstruted as the ratio of set derivatives from the
generi multi-sensor ross-term:
Proposition 5.2. For all sensor j ∈ [1 N ], let Z
[j]
k+1 = {z
[j]
1 , ..., z
[j]
m[j]} be the set of urrent measurements
produed by sensor j. Assuming that the time updated distribution fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is approximately Poisson
with parameter µ and intensity µs(x), the data update equation is given by:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =
[
δ
δx
(
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
)]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
(41)
where:
 Dk+1|k+1(x) = Dk+1|k+1(x|Z
(k+1)) is the PHD of the data updated multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k+1;
 β is the multi-sensor ross-term given by denition 5.1.
The proof is given in 8.15.
Equation (41) an be omputed through the sole ross-terms dened above. For example, assuming that
there are three sensors, that the rst one produed a single measurement z
[1]
1 , the seond produed two
measurements z
[2]
1 , z
[2]
2 and the third one none. Then, the data update equation gives:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =
[
δ
δx
(
δ3
δz
[1]
1 δz
[2]
1 δz
[2]
2
eβ[g
[1],g[2],g[3],h]
)]
g[1]=0,g[2]=0,g[3]=0,h=1[
δ3
δz
[1]
1 δz
[2]
1 δz
[2]
2
eβ[g
[1],g[2],g[3],h]
]
g[1]=0,g[2]=0,g[3]=0,h=1
(42)
A loser look at the denominator gives:
e−β[0,0,0,1]
[
δ3
δz
[1]
1 δz
[2]
1 δz
[2]
2
eβ[g
[1],g[2],g[3],h]
]
g[1]=0,g[2]=0,g[3]=0,h=1
= β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1] + β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1] + β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1]
(43)
Note that the denominator is the sum of three ombinational terms, eah one is the produt of a various
number of ross-terms suh that among eah ombinational term, eah measurement appears one and only
one. Eah ombinational term represents the likelihood that a partiular ombination of soures produed
the urrent measurements. For example, β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1] is the likelihood that
eah measurement was produed by a dierent soure (either an underlying target or false alarm proess).
The seond term β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1].β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1] is the likelihood that a single underlying target produed
both measurements z
[1]
1 and z
[2]
1 , whereas the third measurement was produed by another soure (either
another target or a false alarm proess).
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Likewise, the numerator an be expanded as follows:
e−β[0,0,0,1]
[
δ
δx
(
δ3
δz
[1]
1 δz
[2]
1 δz
[2]
2
eβ[g
[1],g[2],g[3],h]
)]
g[1]=0,g[2]=0,g[3]=0,h=1
= β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, δx]β[0, δz[2]1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1] + β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, δx]β[0, δz[2]2
, 0, 1]
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, δx] + β[δz[1]1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, δx]β[0, δz[2]2
, 0, 1]
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, δx] + β[δz[1]1
, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, δx]β[0, δz[2]1
, 0, 1] + β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, δx] (44)
Again, eah ombinational term represents the likelihood that a partiular ombination of soures produed
the urrent measurements, suh that one of the soures is a target with state x. For example, the
term β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, δx]β[0, δz[2]1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1] is the likelihood that a target is in point x and produed
measurement z
[1]
1 , whereas eah one of the remaining measurements was produed by a dierent soure
(either an underlying target or false alarm proess).
5.2 Multi-sensor data update equation: ombinational expression
Essentialy, as shown in the example above, the set dierentiation in (41) produes the ross-terms or-
responding to every possible ombination regarding the assoiation between urrent measurements and
(eventual) targets and/or false alarms. In the expression of the denominator above (43), a ombinational
term suh as β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1]β[0, δ
z
[2]
2
, 0, 1] an be assoiated to a set of tuples {(z
[1]
1 , z
[2]
1 ), (z
[2]
2 )} where
eah measurement appear exatly one and where eah tuple has at most one measurement per observation
spae; likewise, eah ross-term suh as β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1] an be assoiated to a tuple (z
[1]
1 , z
[2]
1 ). In order
to get the ombinational expression from the multi-sensor data update equation the following notations
will be needed. Assuming that, at urrent time, the sensors produed measurement sets Z [1],...,Z [N ]:
 ZM =
M⋃
i=1
Z [i] the union of the measurement sets produed by the M rst sensors;
 Zˇ
p
M =
⋃
I⊆[1 M ]
|I|=p
(∏
i∈I
Z [i]
)
the set of all unordered p-tuples dened on the M rst measurement sets;
 ZˇM =
M⋃
p=1
Zˇ
p
M the set of all (unordered) tuples dened on the M rst measurement sets.
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Sine, as shown in the example before, eah measurement appears one only in eah ombinational term
of in the multi-sensor data update equation, the set of all possible ombinational terms T (ZˇM ) must be
dened as:
T (ZˇM ) =
{
T ⊆ ZˇM |supM (T ) =
∏
z∈ZM
(z, 1)
}
(45)
where supM (T ) is the support of T ⊆ ZˇM , i.e. the total number of ourenes of eah measurement in
every tuple belonging to T :
supM : P(ZˇM )→ (ZM ×M)
|ZM |
(46)
T 7→ supM (T ) =
∏
z∈ZM
(z,
∑
Ti∈T
1Ti(z)) (47)
Note that, as explained above, eah ross-term β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., h] an be represented by the
orresponding tuple (z[t1], ..., z[tM ]) ∈ ZˇN
10
. Therefore, ross-terms will be denoted by their equivalent
expression:
∀ T = (z[t1], ..., z[tM ]) ∈ ZˇN {
β˜[T, h] = β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h]
β[T, h] = β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, h]
(48)
And, as a onvention: {
β˜[∅, h] = β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
β[∅, h] = β[0, ..., 0, h]
(49)
The following lemma will be useful in the onstrution of the multi-sensor data update equation, beause
it shows that the set of ombinational terms an be onstruted reursively with the number of sensors
M :
Lemma 5.1. For M < N , let T (ZˇM ) be the set of ombinational terms onsidering the M rst sensors
and let Z [M+1] = {z
[M+1]
1 , ..., z
[M+1]
m[M+1]} be the measurement set from the next sensor. Then:
T (ZˇM+1) =
⋃
T∈T (ZˇM )
min(|T |,m[M+1])⋃
p=0
⋃
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
J⊆[1 |T |]
|I|=|J|=p
⋃
σ∈Bij(I,J)
(
{Tj}j /∈J ∪ {(z
[M+1]
i )}i/∈I ∪ {(z
[M+1]
i , Tσ(i))}i∈I
)
(50)
where, for any measurement z[M+1] ∈ Z [M+1] and any (unordered) p-tuple T = (z[t1], ..., z[tp]) ∈ ZˇM ,
(z[M+1], T ) is the (unordered) p+ 1-tuple (z[t1], ..., z[tp], z[M+1]) ∈ ZˇM+1.
The proof is given in 8.16.
10
From now on, indexes ti in tuples are assumed in inreasing order by default
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Then, the following theorem gives the ombinational expression of the data update equation given in
proposition (5.2):
Proposition 5.3. Assuming that the time updated distribution fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is approximately Poisson
with parameter µ and intensity µs(x), the data update equation is given by:
Dk+1|k+1(x) = β[∅, δx] +
∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∑
Ti∈T

β[Ti, δx] ∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
β[Tj , 1]


∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∏
Ti∈T
β[Ti, 1]
(51)
where:
 Dk+1|k+1(x) = Dk+1|k+1(x|Z
(k+1)) is the PHD of the data updated multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k+1;
 β is the multi-sensor ross-term given by denition 5.1;
 T (ZˇN ) is the set of ombinational terms given by (45).
The proof is given in 8.17.
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6 Simpliation of the multi-sensor data update equation
Clearly the omputation beomes tedious when the number of sensor and/or measurements per sensor is
large enough, beause the number of ross-terms, the number and size of ombinational terms enlarge too.
The following setions deals with some leads to redue the omputational ost of the data update step.
6.1 Simpliation by target spae partitioning
Although the data update equations (41) and (51) involves many ross-terms as seen in examples (43)
and (44), some of them may equal to zero. Finding suh ross-terms is interesting beause it redues
the number of ombinational term to onsider (sine whenever a ross-term vanishes, every ombinational
term it belongs to vanishes as well) and hene simplies the omputation of the data update equation.
Moreover, the simplied expression provides the exat same result as the data update equation, sine only
void ombinational terms are disarded.
This setion deals with a solution whih disards void ross-terms based on the partiular onguration
of the sensors at the urrent time. In the ommon ase where sensors' eld of views (FOVS) are bounded
in state spae and may not ompletely overlap eah other, one an have the intuitive feeling that the
PHD Dk+1|k+1 an be updated in any subregion S ⊆ X without taking into aount sensors whose FOVs
are "away" from S. The idea is to set a partition of both the sensors and the state spae, suh that
eah element in the sensor partition is linked to an element in the state spae partition. Then, the PHD
Dk+1|k+1 omputed in x an be redued by onsidering the points form the same partition element than
x and the sensors from the orresponding element in the sensor partition.
Denition 6.1. For any sensor j ∈ [1 N ], let F
[j]
k+1 ⊆ X denote its eld of view at time k+1 dened as:
∀x ∈ X , x ∈ F
[j]
k+1 ⇔ p
[j]
d,k+1(x) 6= 0 (52)
Dene the equivalene relation "ross" (↔) between sensors as:
∀i, j ∈ [1 N ], (i↔ j)⇔ (F
[i]
k+1 ∩ F
[j]
k+1 6= ∅) (53)
Let {Ps(p)}Pp=1 be the sensor partition of [1 N ] formed by the equivalene lasses of the transitive losure
of the "ross" relation. Let {Pt(p)}Pp=0 be the spae partition of the state spae X dened by:
11
Pt(p) =


N⋃
j=1
F
[j]
k+1 (p = 0)⋃
j∈Ps(p)
F
[j]
k+1 (p 6= 0)
(54)
Finally, for any element Ps(p) of the sensor partition, let Np = |Ps(p)| denotes the number of sensors in
Ps(p), and let p1, ..., pNp denote the inreasing indexes in [1 N ] of sensors belonging to Ps(p).
11{Ps(p)}Pp=1 = {PS,k+1(p)}
Pk+1
p=1 and {Pt(p)}
P
p=0 = {PT,k+1(p)}
Pk+1
p=0 , time subsripts are omitted for simpliity's sake.
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In the dention above, it is assumed that ∀j ∈ [1 N ], F
[j]
k+1 6= ∅. Should any sensor have a void eld of
view at the urrent time, it would be ignored for the data update step, disarded from the sensor indexes
[1 N ] whih would be reindexed aordingly. Note also that if the ombined FOV of all the sensors is the
whole state spae, Pt(0) is empty and should not be onsidered as an element of the state spae partition.
The following denition introdues the "bounded" ross-terms whose "sope" are limited to one element
of the sensor partition Ps(p) and to the orresponding element in the state spae partition Pt(p).
Denition 6.2. For any p ∈ [1 P ], dene the generi ross-term bounded to element Ps(p) as:
βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], h] =
∑
j∈Ps(p)
(λ[j]c[j][g[j]]− λ[j]) + µs

h ∏
j∈Ps(p)
(1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)


p
− µ
where s[h]p is the restrition of s[h] to Pt(p) ⊆ X , i.e. s[h]p = s[1Pt(p)h] =
∫
Pt(p)
h(x)s(x)dx.
Let x ∈ X be any element in target spae. The bounded ross-term set in target state x is dened by:
βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], δx] =
δ
δx
βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], h]
Let 1 6 M 6 N and t1, ...tM be the inreasing indexes in [1 N ] of any M distint sensors. For any sensor
tj , let z
[tj] ∈ Z
[tj ]
k+1 be one of the urrent measurements of sensor tj , where Z
[tj ]
k+1 is assumed non empty.
The bounded ross-term set in z[t1], ..., z[tM ] is dened by:
βp[g
[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], h] =
δM
δz[t1]...δz[tM ]
βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], h]
The bounded ross-term set in measurements z[t1], ..., z[tM ] and target state x is dened by:
βp[g
[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], δx] =
δM
δz[t1]...δz[tM ]
βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], δx]
(=
δ
δx
β[g[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], h])
That is, the denition of the bounded ross-terms is idential to the denitions 5.1 and 5.2 of multi-
sensor ross-terms exept that only the sensors belonging to an element Ps(p) are onsidered. Likewise,
proposition 5.1 applies to bounded ross terms, where all but the sensors in Ps(p) are ignored and the
"expetation" is restrited to the subset Pt(p) ⊆ X .
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The following proposition is fundamental beause it provides tools for reduing the general multi-sensor
ross-terms to the bounded ones:
Proposition 6.1. With the same notations as in denitions 5.2 and 6.2, we have:
β[g[1], ...,g[N ], δx] ={
βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], δx] (∃p ∈ [1 P ], x ∈ Pt(p))
µs(x) (x ∈ Pt(0))
β[g[1], ...,δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h] ={
βp[g
[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], h] (∃p ∈ [1 P ], {t1, ..., tM} ⊆ Ps(p))
0 (otherwise)
β[g[1], ...,δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], δx] ={
βp[g
[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], δx] (∃p ∈ [1 P ], {t1, ..., tM} ⊆ Ps(p), x ∈ Pt(p))
0 (otherwise)
The proof is given in setion 8.18.
The results above have an intuitive interpretation one the fuzzy funtionals g[j] are set to zero and the
fuzzy funtional h set to one. First of all, reall that β[0, ..., 0, δx] an be seen as the likelihood that there
is a target in point x and that this target was undeteted by all the sensors. If this target was outside
the ombined FOV of all the sensors (i.e. x ∈ Pt(0)) then the fat that the target remained undeteted
brings no information as this event was to our with probability one. Therefore,β[0, ..., 0, δx] is exatly
the intensity of the PHD Dk+1|k before the data update, i.e. µs(x). On the other hand, if a target x
was inside the ombined FOV of a sensor partition (i.e. x ∈ Pt(p)), then the likelihood that this target
remained undeteted by all the sensors is exatly the likelihood that this target remained undeteted
by the sensors of Ps(p) only, sine x was to be undeteted by sensors of other partition elements with
probability one. Therefore,
[
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0
=
[
βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], δx]
]
g[p1]=0,...,g
[pNp
]
=0
.
Likewise, the reformulation of β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, δx] has a straightforward interpretation. Reall
that it an be seen as the likelihood that a target is in point x, that it was deteted by sensors t1, ..., tM
only and that it produed measurements z[t1], ..., z[tM ]. Sine a target inside subset Pt(p) an be deteted
by no sensors but the ones inside subset Ps(p), it is lear that β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, h] = 0 whenever
sensors t1, ..., tM are not from the same subset.
If they all belong to the same subset Ps(p) but the target belongs to a subset Pt(q), where q 6= p, then
target x is undeteted by these sensors with probability one, and therefore the likelihood vanishes as
well. However, if all the sensors t1, ..., tM belong to the same subset Ps(p) and the target belongs to
the orresponding subset Pt(p), then the likelihood β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, δx] equals to the likelihood
limited to subsets Ps(p) and Ps(p), i.e., βp[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, δx]. The same arguments are relevant
for the reformulation of the expetation β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, 1].
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Likewise, the tuples and ombinational terms introdued in setion 5.2 have "bounded" equivalents. As-
suming that, at urrent time, the sensors belonging to partition element Ps(p) produed measurement sets
Z [p1],...,Z [pNp ]:
 Z
(p)
M =
M⋃
i=1
Z [pi] is the union of the measurement sets produed by the M rst sensors in Ps(p);
 Zˇ
(p),q
M =
⋃
I⊆[1 M ]
|I|=q
(∏
i∈I
Z [pi]
)
the set of all unordered q-tuples dened on the M rst measurement
sets;
 Zˇ
(p)
M =
M⋃
q=1
Zˇ
(p),q
M the set of all (unordered) tuples dened on the M rst measurement sets.
As in equation (45), the set of all possible bounded ombinational terms T (Zˇ
(p)
Np
) is dened as:
T (Zˇ
(p)
Np
) =

T ⊆ Zˇ(p)Np |sup(p)Np(T ) =
∏
z∈Z
(p)
Np
(z, 1)

 (55)
where sup
(p)
Np
(T ) is the support of T ⊆ Zˇ
(p)
Np
, i.e. the total number of ourenes of eah measurement in
every tuple belonging to T :
sup
(p)
Np
: P(Zˇ
(p)
Np
)→ (Z
(p)
Np
× N)
|Z
(p)
Np
|
(56)
T 7→ sup
(p)
Np
=
∏
z∈Z
(p)
Np
(z,
∑
Ti∈T
1Ti(z)) (57)
Likewise, eah bounded ross-term βp[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., h] an be represented by the orresponding
unordered tuple (z[t1], ..., z[tM ]) ∈ Zˇ
(p)
Np
. Therefore, bounded ross-terms will be denoted by their equivalent
expression:
∀p ∈ [1 P ], ∀ T = (z[t1], ..., z[tM ]) ∈ Zˇ
(p)
Np{
β˜p[T, h] = βp[g
[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], h]
βp[T, h] = βp[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, h]
(58)
And, as a onvention, ∀p ∈ [1 P ]:
{
β˜p[∅, h] = βp[g
[p1], ..., g[pNp ], h]
βp[∅, h] = βp[0, ..., 0, h]
(59)
Lemma 5.1 still holds for eah partition element Ps(p); that is, T (Zˇ
(p)
Np
) an be onstruted reursively
by onsidering the measurement sets of the sensors belonging to Ps(p) only. Considering the results of
proposition 6.1, the data update equation an then be simplied:
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Proposition 6.2. Denote by {Ps(p)}
P
p=1 the sensor partition and by {Pt(p)}
P
p=0 the orresponding parti-
tion as desribed in denition 6.1. Then proposition 5.3 simplies as following:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =


Dk+1|k(x) (x ∈ Pt(0))
βp[∅, δx] +
∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(p)
Np
)
∑
Ti∈T

βp[Ti, δx] ∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
βp[Tj , 1]


∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(p)
Np
)
∏
Ti∈T
βp[Ti, 1]
(x ∈ Pt(p), p 6= 0)
(60)
where:
 Dk+1|k+1(x) = Dk+1|k+1(x|Z
(k+1)) is the PHD of the Bayes updated multitarget RFS Ξk+1|k+1;
 Dk+1|k(x) = Dk+1|k(x|Z
(k+1)) is the PHD of the time updated multitarget RFS Ξk+1|k;
 ∀p ∈ [0 P ], βp is the bounded ross-term given by denition 6.2;
 ∀p ∈ [1 P ], T (Zˇ
(p)
Np
) is the set of ombinational terms given by (55).
The proof is given in setion 8.19.
In its set derivative form, proposition 6.2 gives:
Corollary 6.1. Denote by {Ps(p)}Pp=1 the sensor partition and by {Pt(p)}
P
p=0 the orresponding partition
as desribed in denition 6.1 and by Z
[j]
k+1 = {z
[j]
1 , ..., z
[j]
m[j]} the set of urrent measurements produed by
eah sensor j. Then proposition 5.2 simplies as following:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =


Dk+1|k(x) (x ∈ Pt(0))

 δ
δx

 δm[p1]+...+m[pNp ]
δz
[p1]
1 ...δz
[p1]
m[p1]
...δz
[pNp
]
1 ...δz
[pNp
]
m[pNp
]
eβp[g
[p1],...,g
[pNp
]
,h]




g[p1]=0,...,g
[pNp
]
=0,h=1
 δm[p1]+...+m[pNp ]
δz
[p1]
1 ...δz
[p1]
m[p1]
...δz
[pNp
]
1 ...δz
[pNp
]
m[pNp
]
eβp[g
[p1],...,g
[pNp
]
,h]


g[p1]=0,...,g
[pNp
]
=0,h=1
(x ∈ Pt(p), p 6= 0)
(61)
where:
 Dk+1|k+1(x) = Dk+1|k+1(x|Z
(k+1)) is the PHD of the Bayes updated multitarget RFS Ξk+1|k+1;
 Dk+1|k(x) = Dk+1|k(x|Z
(k+1)) is the PHD of the time updated multitarget RFS Ξk+1|k;
 βp is the bounded ross-term given by denition 6.2.
The proof follows immediately from proposition 6.2.
The gain in omputational ost when using the partitioning method (see (61) or (60)) rather than the
general equation ((41) or (51)) seems quite diult to evaluate, beause we lak a lear expression of
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number of terms and ross-terms we need to ompute. Reall that updating the PHD using (41) or (61)
requires the generation of terms whih are the produts of general multi-sensor ross-terms (for (41))
or bounded ones (for (61)). To be sure, the number of dierent ross-terms will be redued with the
partition method, but the signiant omputational gain is likely to stem from the tedious generation of
the ombinational terms omposing the numerator (see example (44)) and the denominator (see example
(43)) of the data update equation. Still, some elements of omparison an be given onsidering:
 The number of dierent ross-terms omputed in eah ase;
 The omputational ost of the partition step.
Assume that, at urrent step, eah sensor i produes an average of M measurements. Assume also that
the PHD is implemented with a partile lter, i.e. the time updated density Dk+1|k is approximated by
a olletion of weighted partiles {wj , xj}, the urrent number of partiles being K.
Without the partition step, the generi ross-term has N observation funtionals g[i] and one state fun-
tional h. Sine eah funtional g[i] an be dierentiated in any urrent measurement produed by sensor
i, the number of ross-terms set in a given partile xj is roughly M
N
. Sine the ross-terms whih denote
"expetations" over state spae are approximated by the sum of the orresponding ross-terms set on eah
partile (e.g. β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1] ≃
∑K
j=1 β[δz[1]1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, δxj ]), the ross-terms set on eah partile must be
omputed; therefore the number of ross-terms Nnp is given by:
N trueβ ∼ O
(
K.MN
)
(62)
With the partition method, the result is similar exept that the overall update is splitted on several
"smaller" updates. Assume that partitioning in urrent step gives P elements, eah sensor element has
Np sensors suh that
∑P
p=1Np = N , and the orresponding partile element has Kp partiles suh that∑P
p=1Kp 6 K (some partiles may be outside the ombined FOV of all the sensors, i.e. belong to Pt(0)).
The number of bounded ross-terms to ompute is therefore:
N
part
β ∼ O
(
P∑
p=1
Kp.M
Np
)
(63)
In the best-ase senario where the FOVs are disjoints, we have P = N and therefore Np = 1. The multi-
sensor update is merely the union of N independant single-sensor updates and N
part
β ∼ O (K.M). In the
worst-ase senario, all the FOVs are in the same equivalene lass and N
part
β ∼ N
true
β . The partition
therefore spares the omputation of a signiant number of ross-terms in general. Keep in mind, though,
that the number of ross-terms does not fully reet the omplexity of the data update; the same approah
on the number of ombinational terms would be quite useful too.
The partition method nonetheless requires the omputation of sensor and spae partitions at every step
k. The following paragraph provides the pseudo-ode for the partitioning assuming that the PHD is
implemented with a partile lter. Sine there is a mapping from the sensor partition elements to the
state partition elements, and sine the number of sensors N is muh smaller than the partile number K,
it is somewhat easier to ompute the sensor partition and dedue the partile partition. The input is a
N-by-M binary matrix, alled the over matrix C, where C(i, j) = 0 if p
[i]
D (xj) = 0 (i.e. partile xj lies
outside the FOV of sensor i) and C(i, j) = 1 otherwise. Note that the over matrix is neessary for the
omputation of the ross-terms whether the partition method is used or not, thus it should not add up to
the omputational ost of the partitioning step.
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1. Initialize adjaeny matrix A← (C.CT 6= 0) a
2. Initialize temp matrix T ← (A2 6= 0)
3. While T 6= A:
3.1. A← T
3.2. T ← (A2 6= 0)
4. Initialize partition number p← 0
5. For i = 1 to sensor number N :
5.1. If A(i, :) 6= 0
5.1.1. If p = 0
5.1.1.1. Inrement partition number p← 1
5.1.1.2. Initialize sensor partition matrix Sp(1, :)← A(i, :)
5.1.2. Elseif S(:, i) = 0
5.1.2.1. Inrement partition number p← p+ 1
5.1.2.2. Add a new partition Sp(p, :)← A(i, :)
6. Compute partile partition matrix Pp ← (Sp.C 6= 0)
a
If A ← (B 6= 0), A is the binary matrix with the same size than B suh that A(i, j) = 1 if B(i, j) 6= 0,
A(i, j) = 0 otherwise.
When step 1 is reahed in the pseudo-ode above, the N -by-N adjaeny matrix A is a matrix represen-
tation of the ross relation as dened in (53), i.e. A(i, j) = 1 if and only if sensor i and j and overlapping
FOVs, A(i, j) = 0 otherwise. Note that, sine the state spae is disretised by the olletion of partiles,
two FOVs overlap if and only if there is at least one ommon partile x belonging to both FOVs. When
step 4 is reahed, A is the matrix representation of the transitive losure of the ross relation. Hene,
A(i, j) = 1 if and only if sensor i and j are in the same equivalene lass of the transitive losure, i.e, they
are in the same sensor partition element. Step 5 simply extrats lines from matrix A to form the sensor
partition matrix Sp, whih is a P -by-N binary matrix, where P is the number of partition, suh that
Sp(i, j) = 1 if and only if sensor j belongs to partition element i. Finally, step 6 omputes the partile
partition matrix Pp, whih is a P -by-K binary matrix suh that Pp(i, j) = 1 if and only if partile j is
inside the ombined FOV of the sensor partition element i. Note that some partile xj may be outside the
ombined FOV of all the sensors (i.e. xj ∈ Pt(0)), in suh a ase olumn Pp(:, j) is null in the partition
matrix. Although it is far less likely, a sensor may fail to appear in any sensor partition element if its
FOV ontains no partile at all; suh a sensor will be naturally disarded in the data update equation.
Note that the partition step has a relatively low omputational ost beause the bulk of the proessing
involves square matries whose size does not exess the number of sensors N . To be sure, the following
step is the PHD data update for eah partile whih requires the omputation of ross-terms bounded
to the urrent partile partition element and the orresponding sensor partition element; this require
many memory aesses to the sensor and partile partition matries whih should add up to the overall
omputational ost of the partition method. A thorough omparison of the omplexity of the PHD data
update with and without the partition step would require at least Monte Carlo runs of both methods; a
formal expression of the omplexity of both PHD data update equations would be valuable too.
6.2 Approximation by restriting hypotheses
Assume that there are N = 3 sensors, that the rst sensor produed one measurement z
[1]
1 , the seond
sensor one measurement z
[2]
1 and the last sensor two measurements z
[3]
1 , z
[3]
2 . Then, as in example (43),
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the denominator of the PHD data update an be expanded as follows:
e−β[0,0,0,1]
[
δ4
δz
[1]
1 δz
[2]
1 δz
[3]
1 δz
[3]
2
eβ[g
[1],g[2],g[3],h]
]
g[1]=0,g[2]=0,g[3]=0,h=1
=
1st − order term
{
β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, 1] . β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1]
2nd − order terms


+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, 1] . β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1]
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1] . β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1]
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1]
+ β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1] . β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, 0, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1]
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1] . β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, 0, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1]
+ β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1] . β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1]
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, 0, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1] . β[0, δ
z
[2]
1
, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1]
3rd − order terms
{
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1]
+ β[δ
z
[1]
1
, δ
z
[2]
1
, δ
z
[3]
1
, 1] . β[0, 0, δ
z
[3]
2
, 1]
(64)
Sine N = 3 and eah sensor produed at least one measurement, the generi ross-term an be set in
one, two, or three measurements. In the expression above, n-th order omnbinational terms are produts
of ross-terms set in at most n measurements, suh that at least one ross-term in the produt is set in n
measurements.
An straightforward approximation of the expression above would be to skip some terms to make the
omputation of the expression easier. Reall that β[0, ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., 0, δx] an be seen as the like-
lihood that a target is in point x, that it was deteted by sensors t1, ..., tM only and that it produed
measurements z[t1], ..., z[tM ]. Therefore, a hypothesis restriting the maximum number of sensors whih
an detet a single sensor to a given number Dmax 6 N implies that all ross-terms set in more than
Dmax measurements vanish and, therefore, implies that all n-th order terms with n > Dmax vanish as
well. However, restriting the number of detetions per target ontradits the independene of sensors'
observation proesses.
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Note that the more drasti approximation, whih skip all terms but the rst-order one, has the following
losed-form expression:[
δ
δx
(
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
)]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
=
[
δ
δx
(
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
∏N
j=1
∏m[j]
i=1
(
β[g[1], ..., g[j−1], δ
z
[j]
i
, g[j+1], ..., g[N ], h]
))]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1[
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
∏N
j=1
∏m[j]
i=1
(
β[g[1], ..., g[j−1], δ
z
[j]
i
, g[j+1], ..., g[N ], h]
)]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
=
β[0, ..., 0, δx]e
β[0,...,0,1]
∏N
j=1
∏m[j]
i=1
(
β[0, ..., 0, δ
z
[j]
i
, 0, ..., 0, 1]
)
eβ[0,...,0,1]
∏N
j=1
∏m[j]
i=1
(
β[0, ..., 0, δ
z
[j]
i
, 0, ..., 0, 1]
)
+
eβ[0,...,0,1]
∏N
j=1
∏m[j]
i=1
(
β[0, ..., 0, δ
z
[j]
i
, 0, ..., 0, 1]
)
.
∑N
j=1
∑m[j]
i=1
(
β[0,...,0,δ
z
[j]
i
,0,...,0,δx]
β[0,...,0,δ
z
[j]
i
,0,...,0,1]
)
eβ[0,...,0,1]
∏N
j=1
∏m[j]
i=1
(
β[0, ..., 0, δ
z
[j]
i
, 0, ..., 0, 1]
)
= β[0, ..., 0, δx] +
N∑
j=1
m[j]∑
i=1
β[0, ..., 0, δ
z
[j]
i
, 0, ..., 0, δx]
β[0, ..., 0, δ
z
[j]
i
, 0, ..., 0, 1]
= µ
N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x)
)
s(x) +
N∑
j=1
∑
z∈Z
[j]
k+1
µ
∏
l 6=j
(
1− p
[l]
d (x)
)
p
[j]
d (x)L
[j]
z (x)s(x)
λ[j]c[j](z) + µs
[∏
l 6=j
(
1− p
[l]
d
)
p
[j]
d L
[j]
z
]
That is:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃

 N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x)
)
+
N∑
j=1
∑
z∈Z
[j]
k+1
∏
l 6=j
(
1− p
[l]
d (x)
)
p
[j]
d (x)L
[j]
z (x)
λ[j]c[j](z) + µs
[∏
l 6=j
(
1− p
[l]
d
)
p
[j]
d L
[j]
z
]

Dk+1|k(x)
Note that this equation is somewhat similar to the single-sensor PHD data update (36). Indeed, sine no
target may be deteted by more than one sensor, eah target produes at most one measurement in Zk+1,
the union of the measurement sets from eah sensor. Therefore, the ombination of all the sensors may be
seen as a "pseudo-sensor"; however, the quantities
∏
l 6=j
(
1− p
[l]
d (x)
)
.p
[j]
d (x) are unonsistent beause they
annot be interpreted as detetion probabilities. Mahler proposed in [2℄ another approximation based on a
"pseudo-sensor" whih enapsulates all the sensors in a single observation proess, but it also ontradits
the single observation proesses sine any target produes at most one measurement when deteted.
6.3 Approximation by sequential ltering
Sine the omplexity in using the general data update formula (41) seems to arise from the fat that
the ross-terms involve the measurements from all the sensors in a whole, several approximations an be
proposed by proessing the sensors sequentially. In this setion, three suh approximations are presented.
6.3.1 Produt approximation
The simplest approximation is the produt approximation, it seems to be the solution proposed by Mahler
in [1℄ :
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Denition 6.3. Assuming that time updated density is Poisson with PHD Dk+1|k(x) = µs(x), the produt
approximation of the data update formula is given by:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃
(
N∏
i=1
C
[i]
P (Z
[i]
k+1|x)
)
Dk+1|k(x) (65)
where C
[i]
P (Z
[i]
k+1|x) = 1− p
[i]
d +
∑
z∈Z
[i]
k+1
p
[i]
d (x)L
[i]
z (x)
λ[i]c[i](z) + µs[p
[i]
d L
[i]
z ]
is the produt orretor of the i-th sensor.
Note that the expression of the produt orretor is similar to the single-sensor PHD data update equation
(36). Indeed, C
[i]
P is omputed independently of the other orretors, ignoring all the measurements but
those produed by sensor i, and we have:
C
[i]
P (Z
[i]
k+1|x)µs(x) =
[
δ
δx
(
δm[i]
δz
[i]
1 ...δz
[i]
m[i]
eβ
[i]
P
[g[i],h]
)]
g[i]=0,h=1[
δm[i]
δz
[i]
1 ...δz
[i]
m[i]
eβ
[i]
P [g
[i],h]
]
g[i]=0,h=1
(66)
where β
[i]
P [g
[i], h] = λ[i]c[i][g[i]]− λ[i] + µs[h(1− p
[i]
d + p
[i]
d .p
[i],O
g[i]
)]− µ is the produt ross-term of sensor i.
For omparison's sake, the following proposition gives the expanded expression of the produt approxima-
tion:
Proposition 6.3. The expanded expression of the produt approximation is given by:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃


N∏
k=1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k16N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x).
∏
k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
Den
[k1]
P (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16···6kN 6N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[kN ]∑
jN=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[kN ]
d (x)L
[kN ]
z
[kN ]
jN
(x)
Den
[k1]
P (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[k1]
P (z
[kN ]
kNj
)



Dk+1|k(x)
(67)
where the produt denominator of the i-th sensor Den
[i]
P is given by:
Den
[i]
P (z) = λ
[i]c[i](z) + µs[p
[i]
d L
[i]
z ] (68)
The proof is easily obtained when expanding (65).
As it is shown on a simple example later in this doument, the expanded expression of the produt
approximation (67) is similar to the multi-sensor data update expression (41). The numerators in (67)
denote all the assoiation ombinations between an eventual target in x and the measurements by all
the sensors (see example (81)). The exat same numerators are found in the expanded expression of the
"exat" mutli-sensor data update (see example (80)). However, the ost of the independant proessing of
the sensors in the produt approximation is learly seen in the expression of the denominators (68), whih
fails at taking into aount eah assoiation ombination sine no "multi-sensor normalization terms" suh
as µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]
z
[1]
1
p
[2]
d L
[2]
z
[2]
1
(1− p
[3]
d (x)) · · · (1− p
[N ]
d (x))] appear.
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6.3.2 Myopi sequential approximation
The seond approximation is the more lassi myopi sequential approximation, usually known as the
iterated-orretor approximation [5℄, dened by:
Denition 6.4. Assuming that the time updated density is Poisson with PHD Dk+1|k(x) = µs(x), the
sequene of intermediate myopi PHDs µ[i]s[i](x) are given by:
∀i ∈ [1 N ], µ[i]s[i](x) = C
[i]
M (Z
[i]
k+1|x)µ
[i−1]s[i−1](x) (69)
where:
 C
[i]
M (Z
[i]
k+1|x) = 1 − p
[i]
d +
∑
z∈Z
[i]
k+1
p
[i]
d (x)L
[i]
z (x)
λ[i]c[i](z) + µ[i−1]s[i−1][p
[i]
d L
[i]
z ]
is the myopi orretor of the i-th
sensor;
 µ[0]s[0](x) = µs(x) = Dk+1|k(x) by onvention.
Then, the myopi sequential approximation is simply given by the last intermediate myopi PHD:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃ µ
[N ]s[N ](x) (70)
Again, the expression of the myopi orretor is similar to the single-sensor PHD data update equation
(36) sine C
[i]
M is omputed by ignoring all the measurements but those produed by sensor i. The major
dierene with the produt approximation is that the myopi orretors C
[i]
M an be ontruted reursively
and we have:
C
[i]
M (Z
[i]
k+1|x)µ
[i−1]s[i−1](x) =
[
δ
δx
(
δm[i]
δz
[i]
1 ...δz
[i]
m[i]
eβ
[i]
M [g
[i],h]
)]
g[i]=0,h=1[
δm[i]
δz
[i]
1 ...δz
[i]
m[i]
eβ
[i]
M
[g[i],h]
]
g[i]=0,h=1
(71)
where β
[i]
M [g
[i], h] = λ[i]c[i][g[i]]−λ[i]+µ[i−1]s[i−1][h(1−p
[i]
d +p
[i]
d .p
[i],O
g[i]
)]−µ[i−1] is the myopi ross-term of
sensor i. Unlike the produt ross-terms (see (66)), the myopi ross-terms take into aount the updated
information resulting from the proess of previous sensors. However, they ignore the fat that the urrent
measurements from the remaining sensors are yet to be proessed, hene their name.
For omparison's sake, the following proposition gives the expanded expression of the myopi sequential
approximation:
Proposition 6.4. The expanded expression of the myopi sequential approximation is given by:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃


N∏
k=1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k16N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x).
∏
k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1s
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16···6kN 6N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[kN ]∑
jN=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[kN ]
d (x)L
[kN ]
z
[kN ]
jN
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[kN ]
M (z
[kN ]
jN
)



Dk+1|k(x)
(72)
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where the myopi denominator of the i-th sensor Den
[i]
M is given by:
Den
[i]
M (z) =λ
[i]c[i](z) + µs
[∏
k<i
(
1− p
[k]
d
)
.p
[i]
d L
[i]
z
]
+
∑
16k1<i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
µs

 ∏
k<i,k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d
)
.p
[k1]
d L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
p
[i]
d L
[i]
z


Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16···6ki−1<i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[ki−1]∑
ji−1=1
µs
[
p
[k1]
d L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
· · · p
[ki−1]
d L
[ki−1]
z
[ki−1]
ji−1
p
[i]
d L
[i]
z
]
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[ki−1]
M (z
[ki−1]
ji−1
)

 (73)
The proof is given in setion 8.20.
One again, the expanded expression of the myopi approximation (72) is similar to the multi-sensor data
update expression (41). The numerators in the expanded expression (see example (82)) are idential to
those in the expanded expression of the "exat" multi-sensor data update (see example (80)) or those in
the expanded expression of the produt approximation (see example (81)). Unlike the produt approxi-
mation, the myopi approximation does take into aount the proessing of the previous sensors; in some
denominators "multi-sensor normalization terms" suh as
µs
[
(1− p
[1]
d ) · · · (1− p
[N−1]
d )p
[N ]
d L
[N ]
z
]
appear. However, the remaining sensors (i.e. those whose mea-
surements have not been proessed yet) are ignored, hene the myopi. That is why some "multi-sensor
normalization terms" suh as µs
[
(1− p
[1]
d ) · · · (1 − p
[i−1]
d )p
[i]
d L
[i]
z (1− p
[i+1]
d ) · · · (1− p
[N ]
d )
]
will appear in
the myopi approximation on a "trunated" form µs
[
(1− p
[1]
d ) · · · (1 − p
[i−1]
d )p
[i]
d L
[i]
z
]
.
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6.3.3 Nonmyopi sequential approximation
The third proposed approximation is the non myopi sequential approximation, dened by:
Denition 6.5. Assuming that the time updated density is Poisson with PHD Dk+1|k(x) = µs(x), the
sequene of intermediate nonmyopi PHDs µ[i]s[i](x) is given by:
∀i ∈ [1 N ], µ[i]s[i](x) = C
[i]
N (Z
[i]
k+1|x)µ
[i−1]s[i−1](x) (74)
where:
 C
[i]
N (Z
[i]
k+1|x) = 1 − p
[i]
d +
∑
z∈Z
[i]
k+1
p
[i]
d (x)L
[i]
z (x)
λ[i]c[i](z) + µ[i−1]s[i−1][p
[i]
d L
[i]
z (1 − p
[i+1]
d ) · · · (1− p
[N ]
d )]
is the non-
myopi orretor of the i-th sensor;
 Dk+1|k(x) = µs(x) = µ
[0]s[0](x) by onvention.
Then, the nonmyopi sequential approximation is simply given by the last intermediate nonmyopi PHD:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃ µ
[N ]s[N ](x) (75)
One more, the expression of the nonmyopi orretor is similar to the single-sensor PHD data update
equation (36) sine C
[i]
N is omputed by ignoring all the measurements but those produed by sensor i.
The nonmyopi orretors C
[i]
M an also be onstruted reursively and we have:
C
[i]
N (Z
[i]
k+1|x)(1−p
[i+1]
d (x)) · · · (1−p
[N ]
d (x))µ
[i−1]s[i−1](x) =
[
δ
δx
(
δm[i]
δz
[i]
1 ...δz
[i]
m[i]
eβ
[i]
N
[g[i],··· ,g[N ],h]
)]
g[i]=0,··· ,g[N ]=0,h=1[
δm[i]
δz
[i]
1 ...δz
[i]
m[i]
eβ
[i]
N
[g[i],··· ,g[N ],h]
]
g[i]=0,··· ,g[N ]=0,h=1
(76)
where β
[i]
N [g
[i], · · · , g[N ], h] =
∑N
k=i(λ
[k]c[k][g[k]]− λ[k]) + µ[i−1]s[i−1][h
∏N
k=i(1− p
[k]
d + p
[k]
d .p
[k],O
g[k]
)]− µ[i−1]
is the nonmyopi ross-term of sensor i. Unlike the produt ross-terms (see (66)), the nonmyopi ross-
terms take into aount the updated information resulting from the proess of previous sensors. Unlike
the myopi ross-terms, they also take into the yet-to-be-proessed sensors, hene their name.
For omparison's sake, the following proposition gives the expanded expression of the nonmyopi sequential
approximation:
Proposition 6.5. The expanded expression of the nonmyopi sequential approximation is given by:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃


N∏
k=1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k16N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
∏
k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
(x)
Den
[k1]
N (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16···6kN 6N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[kN ]∑
jN=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[kN ]
d (x)L
[kN ]
z
[kN ]
jN
(x)
Den
[k1]
N (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[kN ]
N (z
[kN ]
jN
)



Dk+1|k(x)
(77)
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where the nonmyopi denominator of the i-th sensor Den
[i]
N is given by:
Den
[i]
N (z) =λ
[i]c[i](z) + µs

∏
k 6=i
(
1− p
[k]
d
)
.p
[i]
d L
[i]
z

+ ∑
16k1<i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
µs

 ∏
k 6=i,k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d
)
.p
[k1]
d L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
p
[i]
d L
[i]
z


Den
[k1]
N (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16···6ki−1<i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[ki−1]∑
ji−1=1
µs
[∏
k>i
(
1− p
[k]
d
)
.p
[k1]
d L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
· · · p
[ki−1]
d L
[ki−1]
z
[ki−1]
ji−1
p
[i]
d L
[i]
z
]
Den
[k1]
N (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[ki−1]
N (z
[ki−1]
ji−1
)


(78)
The proof is similar to the myopi ase (see setion 8.20).
Again, the expanded expression of the nonmyopi approximation (77) is similar to the multi-sensor data
update expression (41). The numerators in the expanded expression (see example (83)) are idential to
those in the expanded expression of the "exat" multi-sensor data update (see example (80)), those in the
expanded expression of the produt (see example (81)) or the myopi approximation (see example (82)).
Unlike the myopi ase, no "multi-sensor normalization terms" suh as
µs
[
(1− p
[1]
d ) · · · (1− p
[i−1]
d )p
[i]
d L
[i]
z (1− p
[i+1]
d ) · · · (1− p
[N ]
d )
]
appear in the nonmyopi approximation on a
"trunated" form µs
[
(1− p
[1]
d ) · · · (1− p
[i−1]
d )p
[i]
d L
[i]
z
]
. In that sense, the nonmyopi approximation seems
loser to the "exat" multi-sensor data update than the myopi approximation.
6.3.4 Elements of omparison between the three approximation methods
Although these approximations are urrently implemented with partile ltering methods, no Monte Carlo
runs have been implemented yet; thus it is fairly diult to ompare the three approximations with regard
to the "exat" multi-sensor data update, onerning their omplexity as well as their auray. The urrent
version of this doument aims at desribing these approximations rather than testing and omparing them,
this next step will nevertheless be neessary in further studies.
The easier aspet on whih these approximations an be ompared is perhaps the omplexity. Assume
that, at urrent step, eah sensor i produes an average of M measurements. Assume also that the PHD
is implemented with a partile lter, i.e. the time updated density Dk+1|k is approximated by a olletion
of weighted partiles {wj , xj}, the urrent number of partiles being K. Reall that in the single-sensor
data update (see (36)), the generi ross-term has one obervation funtional g and one state fontional
h. Therefore, the generi ross-term an be set in any one of the M measurements of the urrent sensor
and/or any one of the K partiles; the number of ross-term to ompute is roughlyK.M . By onstrution,
the three approximations are merely sequenes of N single-sensor data updates; indeed, the onstrution
of eah orretor (see denitions 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5) is similar to a single-sensor data update (see theorem
4.2). The number of ross-terms N
approx
β for eah approximation roughly N.K.M and we have:
N
approx
β ∼ O(N.K.M) (79)
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Even though the approximation methods spare the omputation of a large number of ross-terms (ompare
the result above with result (62)), the most signiant omputational gain with the approximations is likely
to stem from the fat that the orretors have nie tratable expressions, whereas the multi-sensor Bayes
equation do not. That is, the omputional burden of the generation of ombinational terms in the general
ase (see example (43)) is unneessary in the omputation of the orretors whether produt, myopi or
nonmyopi. However, the number of omputed ross-terms is a limited riteria sine it does not aount
for the fat the ross-terms are dierent in eah approximation methods, whih may have an eet on the
omplexity as well.
Comparing the auray of the three approximation methods through their losed-form expressions (67),
(72), (77) seems quite hallenging. Should a losed-form expression of the "exat" multi-sensor data
updated density (41) were available, one ould use this density as a referene density to ompare the three
approximated PHDs with the following riteria:
1. The expeted number of targets aording to eah PHD;
2. The Kullbak-Leibler distane between the normalized referene density and eah normalized PHD.
Even if the losed-form expression of the referene density is not available, the same riteria should be
omputed on Monte Carlo runs in further studies in order to be able to quantify the auray of eah one
of the approximations. The following paragraph is by no means a rigorous and quantitative omparison,
it merely shows the dierenes between the four PHDs (the "exat" one and the three approximations)
on a very simple example.
Suppose that there are two sensors, eah one produed a single measurement in the urrent time (i.e.
Z
[1]
k+1 = {z
[1]
1 } and Z
[2]
k+1 = {z
[2]
1 }). For larity'sake, 1− p
[1]
d (x) and 1− p
[2]
d (x) will be respetively denoted
by q
[1]
d (x) and q
[2]
d (x). Furthermore, sine there is only one measurement per sensor, there is no assoiation
ambiguity and therefore c[1](z
[1]
1 ), L
[1]
z
[1]
1
(x), c[2](z
[2]
1 ), L
[2]
z
[2]
1
(x) will be respetively denoted by c[1], L[1], c[2]
and L[2]. The expression of the data update orretors in a given x ∈ X (i.e. the ratio of the data updated
PHD Dk+1|k+1(x) over the time updated orretor Dk+1|k(x)) for eah method are:
First, the "referene orretor" is provided by the multi-sensor data update:
Dk+1|k+1(x)
Dk+1|k(x)
= q
[1]
d (x)q
[2]
d (x)
+
p
[1]
d (x)L
[1](x)q
[2]
d (x)
λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]q
[2]
d ] +
µs[p
[1]
d
L[1]p
[2]
d
L[2]]
λ[2]c[2]+µs[q
[1]
d
p
[2]
d
L[2]]
+
q
[1]
d (x)p
[2]
d (x)L
[2](x)
λ[2]c[2] + µs[q
[1]
d p
[2]
d L
[2]] +
µs[p
[1]
d
L[1]p
[2]
d
L[2]]
λ[1]c[1]+µs[p
[1]
d
L[1]q
[2]
d
]
+
p
[1]
d (x)L
[1](x)p
[2]
d (x)L
[2](x)
(λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]q
[2]
d ])(λ
[2]c[2] + µs[q
[1]
d p
[2]
d L
[2]]) + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]p
[2]
d L
[2]]
(80)
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Then, the produt approximation gives:
Dk+1|k+1(x)
Dk+1|k(x)
≃ q
[1]
d (x)q
[2]
d (x)
+
p
[1]
d (x)L
[1](x)q
[2]
d (x)
λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]]
+
q
[1]
d (x)p
[2]
d (x)L
[2](x)
λ[2]c[2] + µs[p
[2]
d L
[2]]
+
p
[1]
d (x)L
[1](x)p
[2]
d (x)L
[2](x)
(λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]])(λ[2]c[2] + µs[p
[2]
d L
[2]])
(81)
Then, the myopi sequential approximation gives:
Dk+1|k+1(x)
Dk+1|k(x)
≃ q
[1]
d (x)q
[2]
d (x)
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d (x)L
[1](x)q
[2]
d (x)
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d L
[1]p
[2]
d L
[2]]
(82)
Finally, the nonmyopi sequential approximation gives:
Dk+1|k+1(x)
Dk+1|k(x)
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d (x)q
[2]
d (x)
+
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d (x)L
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(83)
The rst expression (80) is simply the multi-sensor data update equation (41) applied to this example; it
is the referene orretor in the sense that one would like the approximation to be as lose as possible to
the multi-sensor data update equation. The last denominator is a normalization over all the state spae
of the assoiation likelihoods, it denote the likelihood that the two urrent measurements are produed,
either by two dierent soures ((λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]q
[2]
d ])(λ
[2]c[2] + µs[q
[1]
d p
[2]
d L
[2]])) or by a single soure
(µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]p
[2]
d L
[2]]). Modifying eah fration suh they have this same denominator provides an intuitive
interpretation of the orretor. For example, the seond term beomes:
p
[1]
d (x)L
[1](x)q
[2]
d (x).(λ
[2]c[2] + µs[q
[1]
d p
[2]
d L
[2]])
(λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]q
[2]
d ]).(λ
[2]c[2] + µs[q
[1]
d p
[2]
d L
[2]]) + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]p
[2]
d L
[2]]
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whih denote the likelihood that, given the two urrent measurements, the (eventual) target in x produed
the measurement z
[1]
1 but was undeteted by the seond sensor (p
[1]
d (x)L
[1](x)q
[2]
d (x)), whereas the seond
measurement z
[2]
1 was produed by another soure (λ
[2]c[2] + µs[q
[1]
d p
[2]
d L
[2]]).
A quik glane to the approximated orretors shows that the four numerators are idential to those
in the referene (80), that is, the four possible target in x-to-measurement assoiations are overed.
However, beause the measurements are proessed sequentially (per sensor) rather than in a whole, eah
approximation fails at enumerating all the measurement-to-target assoiations in the normalization terms,
hene the dierenes between the denominators in the approximated orretors and in the referene
orretor.
In the produt orretor (81), the bath of measurements of eah sensor are proessed independently;
therefore, the assoiations of a single soure to measurements from dierent sensors are never overed. In
the example above, it is learly shown sine the multi-sensor ross-term µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]p
[2]
d L
[2]] does not appear.
Furthermore, ross-terms suh as λ[2]c[2] + µs[q
[1]
d p
[2]
d L
[2]] are approximated by λ[2]c[2] + µs[p
[2]
d L
[2]] whih
fails at onsidering multi-sensor interation. Note the expression of the produt orretor is symmetrial
with respet to both sensors. The strong advantage of the produt orretor lies indeed in the fat that
the resulting density does not depend on the order in whih the sensors are proessed.
In the myopi orretor ase (82), the sensors are still proessed sequentially but at eah step, the input
is the density resulting from the proessing of the previous sensors rather then the time updated density.
In the example above, it means that the proessing of the rst sensor is equivalent in both produt and
myopi orretors (the ratio
p
[1]
d
(x)L[1](x)q
[2]
d
(x)
λ[1]c[1]+µs[p
[1]
d
L[1]]
appears in both (81) and (82)), but the proessing of the
seond sensor in the myopi ase does inlude multi-sensor interation with the rst sensor, whereas the
produt approximation does not. Note that the approximated normalization λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]] (rather
than λ[1]c[1] + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]q
[2]
d ]) does appear in subsequent denominators in the myopi ase. Indeed, the
denominators are onstruted reursively (see equation (73)) and initial approximations propagate through
the sequene of denominators. On this example, the myopi orretor seems "loser" to the referene than
the produt one is, but this proves by no means the superior auray of the myopi method. Note that
the myopi orretor is inherently asymmetrial with respet to the sensors, the order in whih the sensors
are proessed ould be an important fator ontributing to its relative auray.
The nonmyopi method (83) aims at smoothing the suessive approximations propagated through the
denominator of the myopi orretor. In the example above, the ross-term λ[1]c[1] +µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]q
[2]
d ] whih
is omputed during the proessing of the rst sensor does take into aount the seond sensor as well.
Sine this "exat" ross-term is propagated in subsequent denominators, the nonmyopi orretor seems
event "loser" to the referene that the myopi orretor is. Note that the nonmyopi ase shares the
assymmetry issue with the myopi one.
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7 Conlusion
This setion will be lled when further work will allow the omparison of the several proposed extensions
through proper simulations.
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8 Mathematial proofs
8.1 Property (13)
Proof.
δG
δx
[h] =
∂G
∂δx
[h] (using (11))
= lim
ǫ→0
G[h+ ǫ.δx]−G[h]
ǫ
(using (8))
= lim
ǫ→0
h(x1) + ǫ.δx(x1)− h(x1)
ǫ
= δx(x1)
8.2 Property (14)
Proof.
δG
δx
[h] =
∂G
∂δx
[h] (using (11))
= lim
ǫ→0
G[h+ ǫ.δx]−G[h]
ǫ
(using (8))
= lim
ǫ→0
∫
(h(x) + ǫ.δx(x1))f(x)dx −
∫
h(x)f(x)dx
ǫ
= f(x1)
8.3 Proposition 3.1
Proof.
δnGΞ
δx1...δxn
[h] =
∫
δnhY
δx1...δxn
fΞ(Y )δY (using (5))
=
∞∑
p=n
1
p!
∫
X p
∑
16i1 6=... 6=in6p
[
h(y1)...
δh
δx1
(yi1)...
δh
δxn
(yin)...h(yp)
]
jΞ,p(y1, ...yp)dy1...dyp
=
∞∑
p=n
1
p!
∫
X p
∑
16i1 6=... 6=in6p
[h(y1)...δx1(yi1)...δxn(yin)...h(yp)] jΞ,p(y1, ...yp)dy1...dyp (using (13))
Setting h to 0 gives:
δnGΞ
δx1...δxn
[0] =
1
n!
∫
Xn
∑
16i1 6=... 6=in6n
[δx1(yi1)...δxn(yin)] jΞ,n(y1, ...yn)dy1...dyn
=
∫
Xn
[δx1(y1)...δxn(yn)] jΞ,n(y1, ...yn)dy1...dyn
= jΞ,n(x1, ...xn)
= fΞ(X)
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8.4 Theorem 3.1
Proof.
δnGΞ
δx1...δxn
[h] =
∫
δnhY
δx1...δxn
fΞ(Y )δY (using (5))
=
∞∑
p=n
1
p!
∫
X p
∑
16i1 6=... 6=in6p
[
h(y1)...
δh
δx1
(yi1)...
δh
δxn
(yin)...h(yp)
]
jΞ,p(y1, ...yp)dy1...dyp
=
∞∑
p=n
1
p!
∫
X p
∑
16i1 6=... 6=in6p
[h(y1)...δx1(yi1)...δxn(yin)...h(yp)] jΞ,p(y1, ...yp)dy1...dyp (using (13))
Setting h to 1 gives:
δnGΞ
δx1...δxn
[1] =
∞∑
p=n
1
p!
∫
X p
∑
16i1 6=... 6=in6p
[δx1(yi1)...δxn(yin)] jΞ,p(y1, ...yp)dy1...dyp
=
∞∑
p=n
Anp
p!
∫
X p
[δx1(y1)...δxn(yn)] jΞ,p(y1, ...yp)dy1...dyp
=
∞∑
p=n
1
(p− n)!
∫
X p−n
jΞ,p(x1, ..., xn, w1, ..., wp−n)dw1...dwp−n
=
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∫
X p
jΞ,p+n(x1, ..., xn, w1, ..., wp)dw1...dwp
=
∫
fΞ({x1, ..., xn} ∪W )δW
= DΞ(X)
8.5 Proposition 3.2
Proof. ∫
hY fΞ(Y )δY =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
Xn
(
n∑
i=1
h(yi)
)
jΞ,n(y1, ..., yn)dy1...dyn
=
∞∑
n=0
A1n
n!
∫
Xn
h(y1)jΞ,n(y1, ..., yn)dy1...dyn
=
∞∑
n=1
1
(n− 1)!
∫
X
h(y)
(∫
Xn−1
jΞ,n(y, w1, ..., wn−1)dw1...dwn−1
)
dy
=
∫
X
h(y)
(
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∫
Xn
jΞ,n+1(y, w1, ..., wn)dw1...dwn
)
dy
=
∫
X
h(y)
(∫
fΞ({y} ∪W )δW
)
dy
=
∫
X
h(y)DΞ({y})dy
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8.6 Theorem 3.3
Proof.
D({x}) =
δG
δx
[1] (using (17))
=
∫ [
δ
δx
Φ[h]W
]
h=1
fΞ(W )δW (using (5))
=
∫ [∑
w∈W
(
δ
δx
Φ[h](w).Φ[h]W\{w}
)]
h=1
fΞ(W )δW
=
∫ [∑
w∈W
(
δΦw
δx
[h].Φ[h]W\{w}
)]
h=1
fΞ(W )δW
=
∫ (∑
w∈W
δΦw
δx
[1]
)
fΞ(W )δW
=
∫ ∑
w∈W
Dw({x})fΞ(W )δW (using (17))
Setting hx(w) = Dw({x}) and using (18) gives:
D({x}) =
∫
hx(w)DΞ({w})dw
=
∫
Dw({x})DΞ({w})dw
8.7 Theorem 3.2
Proof. ∫
S
Dk|k({x}|Z
(k))dx =
∫
1S(x)Dk|k({x}|Z
(k))dx
=
∫
1S(x)
(∫
δY (x)fk|k(Y |Z
(k))δY
)
dx (using (19))
=
∫ (∫
1S(x)δY (x)dx
)
fk|k(Y |Z
(k))δY
=
∫
|Y ∩ S|fk|k(Y |Z
(k))δY
= E(|Ξk|k ∩ S|)
But, aording to the denition 2.1:∫
S
Dk|k(x|Z
(k))dx = E(|Ξk|k ∩ S|)
Thus,
∫
S Dk|k(x|Z
(k))dx =
∫
S Dk|k({x}|Z
(k))dx and thereforeDk|k(x|Z
(k)) = Dk|k({x}|Z
(k)) almost ev-
erywhere.
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8.8 Proposition 4.1
Proof. Conditionnaly on the multi-target set X = {x1k, ..., x
n
k} the RFS Ξk+1|k equals to:
Ξk+1|k = Ξ
E
k+1|k(x
1
k) ∪ ... ∪ Ξ
E
k+1|k(x
n
k ) ∪ Ξ
S
k+1|k(x
1
k) ∪ ... ∪ Ξ
S
k+1|k(x
n
k ) ∪ Ξ
B
k+1|k
where:
 ΞEk+1|k(x
i
k) is the RFS desribing the evolution of the i-th existing target;
 ΞSk+1|k(x
i
k) is the RFS desribing the reation of spawning targets originating from the i-th existing
target;
 ΞBk+1|k is the RFS desribing the reation of spontaneous birth targets.
Sine ΞEk+1|k(x
i
k) equals to:
 ∅ with probability 1− ps(xik) (target i dies);
 {y}, y ∈ X with probability fEk+1|k(y|x
i
k)ps(x
i
k) (target i survives and evolves to new state y);
 Y ∈ Xn, n > 2 with zero probability. 12
its PGFl GΞE
k+1|k
(xi
k
) equals to:
GΞE
k+1|k
(xi
k
)[h] =
∫
hY fEk+1|k(Y |x
i
k)δY
= jΞE
k+1|k
(xi
k
),0(∅)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−ps(xik)
+
∫
X 1
h(y1) jΞE
k+1|k
(xi
k
),1(y1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=fE
k+1|k
(y1|xik)ps(x
i
k
)
dy1
+
∞∑
p=2
1
p!
∫
X p
h(y1)...h(yp) jΞE
k+1|k
(xi
k
),p(y1, ..., yp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
dy1...dyp
= 1− ps(x
i
k) +
∫
h(y)fEk+1|k(y|x
i
k)ps(x
i
k)dy
= 1− ps(x
i
k) + ps(x
i
k)p
E
h (x
i
k)
Denoting by pSh(x
i
k) =
∫
hY fSk+1|k(Y |x
i
k)δY the PGFl of Ξ
S
k+1|k(x
i
k) and by p
B
h =
∫
hY fBk+1|k(Y )δY the
PGFl of ΞBk+1|k and using the produt rule of independent PGFls (7), we have:
Gk+1|k[h|X ] =
∏
x∈X
(
GΞE
k+1|k
(x)[h]
)
.
∏
x∈X
(
GΞS
k+1|k
(x)[h]
)
.GΞB
k+1|k
[h]
= (1− ps + ps.p
E
h )
X .(pSh )
X .pBh
12
Remember that "splitting" targets are not overed by the transition proess but by the spawning proess.
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8.9 Theorem 4.1
Proof. Using the denition of the PGFl (5), we an write:
Gk+1|k[h] =
∫
hY fk+1|k(Y |Z
(k))δY
=
∫
hY
(∫
fk+1|k(Y |X)fk|k(X |Z
(k))δX
)
δY (using (1))
=
∫ (∫
hY fk+1|k(Y |X)δY
)
fk|k(X |Z
(k))δX
=
∫
Gk+1|k[h|X ]fk|k(X |Z
(k))δX (using (5))
=
∫
(1− ps + ps.p
E
h )
X .(pSh)
X .pBh fk|k(X |Z
(k))δX (using (24))
= pBh .
∫ (
(1 − ps + ps.p
E
h ).(p
S
h)
)X
fk|k(X |Z
(k))δX
Let Φ be the funtional Φ[h](x) = (1− ps(x) + ps(x).pEh (x)).(p
S
h (x)), then:
Gk+1|k[h] = p
B
h .
∫
(Φ[h])Xfk|k(X |Z
(k))δX
= pBh .Gk|k[Φ[h]] (using (5))
Then, using the araterization of the PHD as a set derivative of the PGFl (23) gives:
Dk+1|k(x) =
[
δGk+1|k
δx
[h]
]
h=1
=
[
δpBh
δx
]
h=1︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
. Gk|k[Φ[1]]︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
+ pB1︸︷︷︸
C
.
[
δGk|k
δx
[Φ[h]]
]
h=1︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
Sine bBk+1|k(x) is the PHD of the spontaneous birth multitarget RFS Ξ
B
k+1|k with PGFl p
B
h , using (23)
again gives:
A =
[
δpBh
δx
]
h=1
= bBk+1|k(x)
Then, one an note that, for all x ∈ X :
Φ[1](x) = (1− ps(x) + ps(x).p
E
1 (x)).(p
S
1 (x))
=
(
1− ps(x) + ps(x).
∫
1(y)fEk+1|k(y|x)dy
)
.
(∫
1Y fSk+1|k(Y |x
i
k)δY
)
=

1− ps(x) + ps(x).
∫
fEk+1|k(y|x)dy︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

 .


∫
fSk+1|k(Y |x
i
k)δY︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1


= 1− ps(x) + ps(x)
= 1
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Then, sine Φ[1] = 1:
B = Gk|k[Φ[1]]
= Gk|k[1]
=
∫
1Y fk|k(Y |Z
(k))δY (using (5))
= 1
Using one more the denition of a PGFl (5) gives:
C = pB1 =
∫
1Y fBk+1|k(Y )δY = 1
Finally, we have:
D =
[
δGk|k
δx
[Φ[h]]
]
h=1
= Dˆk|k({x}) (using (17))
where Dˆk|k denotes the moment density orresponding to the PGFl Gk|k[Φ[h]]. Denote by Φw the PGFl
Φw[h] = Φ[h](w) and Dˆw the orresponding moment density. Then, sine Φ[1] = 1, proposition 3.3 applies
and we have:
D =
∫
Dˆw({x})Dk|k({w})dw
=
∫ [
δΦw
δx
[h]
]
h=1
Dk|k({w})dw (using (17))
=
∫ [
δΦw
δx
[h]
]
h=1
Dk|k(w)dw (using (22))
Then:
δΦw
δx
[h] =
δ
δx
[
((1 − ps(w) + ps(w).p
E
h (w)).(p
S
h (w))
]
= ps(w)
(
δ
δx
pEh (w)
)
pSh(w) + (1− ps(w) + ps(w).p
E
h (w))
(
δ
δx
pSh(w)
)
Setting G[h] = pEh (w) =
∫
h(y)fEk+1|k(y|w)dy and using property (14) gives:
δΦw
δx
[h] = ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w)p
S
h (w) + (1 − ps(w) + ps(w).p
E
h (w))
(
δ
δx
pSh(w)
)
Therefore, by setting h = 1, one have:[
δΦw
δx
[h]
]
h=1
= ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w)p
S
1 (w) + (1 − ps(w) + ps(w).p
E
1 (w))
[
δ
δx
pSh(w)
]
h=1
That is, sine bSk+1|k(x|w) is the PHD of the spawning multitarget RFS Ξ
S
k+1|k(w) with PGFl p
S
h(w):[
δΦw
δx
[h]
]
h=1
= ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w)p
S
1 (w) + (1 − ps(w) + ps(w).p
E
1 (w))b
S
k+1|k(x|w) (using (23))
= ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w).1 + (1− ps(w) + ps(w).1)b
S
k+1|k(x|w)
= ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w) + b
S
k+1|k(x|w)
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Hene, D =
∫ (
ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w) + b
S
k+1|k(x|w)
)
Dk|k(w)dw and nally:
Dk+1|k(x) = A.B + C.D = b
B
k+1|k(x) +
∫ (
ps(w)f
E
k+1|k(x|w) + b
S
k+1|k(x|w)
)
Dk|k(w)dw
8.10 Proposition 4.2
Proof. Sine fΞ is Poisson, fΞ(X) = e
−λ
∏
x∈X I(x). Let X = {x1, .., xn} be a olletion of distint
elements from X . Then:
DΞ(X) =
∫
fΞ({x1, ..., xn} ∪W )δW
=
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∫
X p
jΞ,p+n(x1, ..., xn, w1, ..., wp)dw1...dwp
=
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∫
X p
e−λ
n∏
i=1
(I(xi)) .
p∏
j=1
(I(wj)) dw1...dwp
=
n∏
i=1
(I(xi)) .e
−λ.
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∫
X p
p∏
j=1
(I(wj)) dw1...dwp
=
n∏
i=1
(I(xi)) .e
−λ.
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
(∫
X
I(w)dw
)p
=
n∏
i=1
(I(xi)) .e
−λ.
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
λp
=
n∏
i=1
I(xi)
Furthermore:
GΞ[h] =
∫
hW fΞ(W )δW
=
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∫
X p
p∏
i=1
(h(wi)) jΞ,p(w1, ..., wp)dw1...dwp
=
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
∫
X p
e−λ
p∏
i=1
(h(wi))
p∏
i=1
(I(wi)) dw1...dwp
= e−λ.
∞∑
p=0
1
p!
(∫
X
h(w)I(w)dw
)p
= e−λ. exp
(∫
X
h(w)I(w)dw
)
= eI[h]−λ
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8.11 Proposition 4.3
Proof. Conditionnaly on the multi-target set X = {x1k, ..., x
n
k} the single-sensor/multi-target observation
RFS Σk+1 equals to:
Σk+1 = Σ
O
k+1(x
1
k) ∪ ... ∪ Σ
O
k+1(x
n
k ) ∪Σ
FA
k+1
where:
 ΣOk+1(x
i
k) is the RFS desribing the observation of the i-th existing target;
 ΣFAk+1 is the RFS desribing the false alarm proess.
Sine ΣOk+1(x
i
k) equals to:
 ∅ with probability 1− pd(xik) (target i undeteted);
 {z}, z ∈ Z with probability fOk+1(z|x
i
k)pd(x
i
k) (target i produes a measurement z);
 Z ∈ Zn, n > 2 with zero probability.
its PGFl GΣO
k+1(x
i
k
) equals to:
GΣO
k+1(x
i
k
)[g] =
∫
gZfOk+1|k(Z|x
i
k)δZ
= jΣO
k+1(x
i
k
),0(∅)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−pd(xik)
+
∫
Z1
g(z1) jΣO
k+1(x
i
k
),1(z1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=fO
k+1(z|x
i
k
)pd(xik)
dy1
+
∞∑
p=2
1
p!
∫
Zp
g(z1)...g(zp) jΣO
k+1
(xi
k
),p(z1, ..., zp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
dz1...dzp
= 1− pd(x
i
k) +
∫
g(z)fOk+1(z|x
i
k)pd(x
i
k)dz
= 1− pd(
i
k) + pd(x
i
k)p
O
g (x
i
k)
Sine the RFS ΣFAk+1 is Poisson, aording to proposition 4.2 its PGFl GΣF Ak+1 equals to GΣF Ak+1 [g] = e
λ.c[g]−λ
.
Then, using the produt rule of independent PGFls (7), we have:
Gk+1[g|X ] =
∏
x∈X
(
GΣO
k+1(x)
[g]
)
.GΣF A
k+1
[g]
= (1− pd + pd.p
O
g )
X .eλ.c[g]−λ
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8.12 Proposition 4.4
Proof.
We have:
β[g, δx] =
δ
δx
β[g, h]
=
δ
δx
(
λc[g]− λ+ µs[h(1− pd)] + µs[hpd.p
O
g ]− µ
)
= µ
δ
δx
(∫
h(w)(1 − pd(w))s(w)dw
)
+ µ
δ
δx
(∫
h(w)pd(w)p
O
g (w)s(w)dw
)
= µ(1− pd(x))s(x) + µpd(x)p
O
g (x)s(x) (using (14))
Furthermore:
β[δz , h] =
δ
δz
β[g, h]
=
δ
δz
(
λc[g]− λ+ µs[h(1− pd)] + µs[hpd.p
O
g ]− µ
)
= λ
δ
δz
(∫
g(u)c(u)du
)
+ µ
∫
h(x)pd(x)
δ
δz
(∫
g(u)fk+1(u|x)du
)
s(x)dx
= λc(z) + µ
∫
h(x)pd(x) fk+1(z|x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Lz(x)
s(x)dx (using (14))
= λc(z) + µs[hpdLz]
Finally:
β[δz , δx] =
δ
δx
β[δz, h]
=
δ
δx
(λc(z) + µs[hpdLz])
= µ
δ
δx
(∫
h(w)pd(w)Lz(w)s(w)dw
)
= µpd(x)Lz(x)s(x) (using (14))
8.13 Theorem 4.2
Proof. Let F [g, h] be the two-variable PGFl dened by:
F [g, h] =
∫∫
hXgZfk+1(Z|X)fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δXδZ
=
∫
hX
(∫
gZfk+1(Z|X)δZ
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
=
∫
hXGk+1[g|X ]fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
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Let Zk+1 = {z1, ..., zm} be the olletion of urrent measurements. Dierentiating F [g, h] in points
z1, ..., zm gives:[
δm
δz1...δzm
F [g, h]
]
g=0
=
∫
hX
[
δm
δz1...δzm
Gk+1[g|X ]
]
g=0
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
=
∫
hXfk+1(Zk+1|X)fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX (using(15))
Therefore, the PGFl Gk+1|k+1 of data update multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k+1 is:
Gk+1|k+1[h] =
∫
hXfk+1|k+1(X |Z
(k+1))δX (using(5))
=
∫
hX
(
fk+1(Zk+1|X)fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))∫
fk+1(Zk+1|W )fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
)
δX (using(2))
=
∫
hXfk+1(Zk+1|X)fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX∫
fk+1(Zk+1|W )fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
=
[
δm
δz1...δzn
F [g, h]
]
g=0[
δn
δz1...δzm
F [g, h]
]
g=0,h=1
Then, using (23), we have:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =
[
δ
δx
Gk+1|k+1[h]
]
h=1
=
[
δn+1
δz1...δzmδx
F [g, h]
]
g=0,h=1[
δm
δz1...δzm
F [g, h]
]
g=0,h=1
That is, the data updated PHD Dk+1|k+1 is the ratio of set derivatives of the fundamental PGFl F [g, h].
Now, F [g, h] must be onstruted expliitely. We have:
F [g, h] =
∫
hXGk+1[g|X ]fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
=
∫
hX(1 − pd + pd.p
O
g )
X .eλc[g]−λfk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX (using (31))
= eλc[g]−λ.
∫ (
h(1− pd + pd.p
O
g )
)X
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
= eλc[g]−λ.Gk+1|k[h(1− pd + pd.p
O
g )]
Sine fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is assumed approximately Poisson with intensity µs(x) and parameter µ, aording
to proposition 4.2 we have Gk+1|k[h] ≃ e
µ.s[h]−µ
with s[h] =
∫
h(x)s(x)dx. Therefore:
F [g, h] = eλc[g]−λ.Gk+1|k[h(1− pd + pd.p
O
g )]
≃ eλc[g]−λ+µs[h(1−pd+pd.p
O
g )]−µ
≃ eβ[g,h]
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The data updated PHD Dk+1|k+1 an therefore be omputed using set derivatives of the generi ross-term
only :
Dk+1|k+1(x) =
[
δm+1
δz1...δznδx
F [g, h]
]
g=0,h=1[
δm
δz1...δzm
F [g, h]
]
g=0,h=1
≃
[
δ
δx
(
δm
δz1...δzm
eβ[g,h]
)]
g=0,h=1[
δm
δz1...δzm
eβ[g,h]
]
g=0,h=1
≃
[
δ
δx
(
eβ[g,h]
∏m
i=1 β[δzi , h]
)]
g=0,h=1[
eβ[g,h]
∏m
i=1 β[δzi , h]
]
g=0,h=1
≃
[
β[g, δx].e
β[g,h].
∏m
i=1 β[δzi , h] + e
β[g,h].
∑m
i=1
(
β[δzi , δx].
∏
j 6=i β[δzj , h]
)]
g=0,h=1[
eβ[g,h]
∏m
i=1 β[δzi , h]
]
g=0,h=1
≃ β[0, δx] +
∑
z∈Zk+1
β[δz, δx]
β[δz , 1]
≃ µ(1− pd(x))s(x) +
∑
z∈Zk+1
µpd(x)Lz(x)s(x)
λc(z) + µs[pdLz]
≃

1− pd(x) + ∑
z∈Zk+1
pd(x)Lz(x)
λc(z) + µs[pdLz]

µs(x)
Finally, sine the time updated RFS Σk+1|k is assumed Poisson, its intensity µs(x) equals its rst order
moment Dk+1|k({x}) (proposition 4.2) or, equivalently, its PHD Dk+1|k(x) (equation (22)):
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃

1− pd(x) + ∑
z∈Zk+1
pd(x)Lz(x)
λc(z) +Dk+1|k[pdLz]

Dk+1|k(x)
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8.14 Proposition 5.1
Proof.
We have:
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx]
=
δ
δx
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
=
δ
δx

 N∑
j=1
(λ[j]c[j][g[j]]− λ[j]) + µs

h N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)− µ


= µ
δ
δx

∫ h(w) N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d (w) + p
[j]
d (w)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(w)
)
s(w)dw


= µ
N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x) (using (14)
Furthermore:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h]
=
δM
δz[t1]...δz[tM ]
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
=
δM
δz[t1]...δz[tM ]

 N∑
j=1
(λ[j]c[j][g[j]]− λ[j]) + µs

h N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)− µ


=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µ
∫
h(x)p
[t1]
d (x)
δ
(∫
g[t1](z)f
0,[t1]
k+1 (z|x)dz
)
δz[t1]
∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M = 1)
µ
∫
h(x)
M∏
i=1

p[ti]d (x)δ
(∫
g[ti](z)f
O,[ti]
k+1 (z|x)dz
)
δz[ti]

 ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M > 1)
=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µ
∫
h(x)p
[t1]
d (x) f
O,[t1]
k+1 (z
[t1]|x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=L
[t1]
z[t1]
(x)
∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M = 1)
µ
∫
h(x)
M∏
i=1

p[ti]d (x) fO,[ti]k+1 (z[ti]|x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)

 ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M > 1)
(using (14)
=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µs

hp[t1]d L[t1]z[t1] ∏
j 6={t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
) (M = 1)
µs

h M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d L
[ti]
z[ti]
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
) (M > 1)
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Finally:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], δx]
=
δ
δx
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h]
=


µ
δ
δx

∫ h(w)p[t1]d (w)L[t1]z[t1](w) ∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d (w) + p
[j]
d (w)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(w)
)
s(w)dw

 (M = 1)
µ
δ
δx

∫ h(w) M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (w)L
[ti]
z[ti ]
(w)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (w) + p
[j]
d (w)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(w)
)
s(w)dw

 (M > 1)
= µ
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x) (using (14)
8.15 Proposition 5.2
Proof. Let Σ
[j]
k+1 be the observation RFS of the j-th sensor, with density f
[j]
k+1 and PGFl G
[j]
k+1. The urrent
observation Zk+1 is the "union" of urrent observations Z
[j]
k+1 whih are dened on (eventually) dierent
single-observation spae Z [j]. Therefore, the set-based data update equation (2) an be written as follows:
fk+1|k+1(X |Z
(k+1)) =
fk+1(Zk+1|X)fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))∫
fk+1(Zk+1|W )fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
=
∏N
j=1
(
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]
k+1|X)
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))∫ ∏N
j=1
(
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]
k+1|W )
)
fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
Let F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h] be the N + 1-variable PGFl dened as:
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h] =
∫
· · ·
∫
hX
N∏
j=1
(
(g[j])Z
[j]
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]|X)
)
δXδZ [1]...δZ [N ]
=
∫
hX
N∏
j=1
(∫
(g[j])Z
[j]
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]|X)δZ [j]
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
=
∫
hX
N∏
j=1
(
G
[j]
k+1[g
[j]|X ]
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
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Let Z
[j]
k+1 = {z
[j]
1 , ..., z
[j]
m[j]} be the olletion of urrent measurements produed by sensor j. Dierentiating
F [g, h] in points z
[1]
1 , ..., z
[1]
m[1], ..., z
[N ]
1 , ..., z
[N ]
m[N ] gives:
 δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h]


g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0
=
∫
hX
N∏
j=1



 δm[j]
δz
[j]
1 ...δz
[j]
m[j]
G
[j]
k+1[g
[j]|X ]


g[j]=0

 fk+1|k(X |Z(k))δX
=
∫
hX
N∏
j=1
(
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]
k+1|X)
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
Therefore, the PGFl Gk+1|k+1 of the data updated multi-target RFS Ξk+1|k+1 is:
Gk+1|k+1[h] =
∫
hXfk+1|k+1(X |Z
(k+1))δX
=
∫
hX
∏N
j=1
(
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]
k+1|X)
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))∫ ∏N
j=1
(
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]
k+1|W )
)
fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
δX
=
∫
hX
∏N
j=1
(
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]
k+1|X)
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX∫ ∏N
j=1
(
f
[j]
k+1(Z
[j]
k+1|W )
)
fk+1|k(W |Z(k))δW
=
[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
Then, using (23), we have:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =
[
δ
δx
Gk+1|k+1[h]
]
h=1
=
[
δ
δx
(
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
)]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
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That is, the data updated PHDDk+1|k+1 is the ratio of set derivatives of the fundamental PGFl F [g
[1], ..., g[N ], h].
This PGFl an be written:
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h] =
∫
hX
N∏
j=1
(
G
[j]
k+1[g
[j]|X ]
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX
=
∫
hX
N∏
j=1
((
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d .p
O,[j]
g[j]
)X
eλ
[j]c[j][g[j]]−λ[j]
)
fk+1|k(X |Z
(k))δX (using (31))
=
N∏
j=1
(
eλ
[j]c[j][g[j]]−λ[j]
)
.
∫ h N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d .p
O,[j]
g[j]
)X fk+1|k(X |Z(k))δX
= e
PN
j=1(λ
[j]c[j][g[j]]−λ[j]).Gk+1|k

h N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d .p
O,[j]
g[j]
)
Sine fk+1|k(X |Z
(k)) is assumed approximately Poisson with parameter µ and intensity µs(x), aording
to proposition 4.2 we have Gk+1|k[h] ≃ e
µs[h]−µ
with s[h] =
∫
h(x)s(x)dx. Therefore:
F [g, h] = e
PN
j=1(λ
[j]c[j][g[j]]−λ[j]).Gk+1|k

h N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d .p
O,[j]
g[j]
)
≃ e
PN
j=1(λ
[j]c[j][g[j]]−λ[j])+µs
»
h
QN
j=1
„
1−p
[j]
d
+p
[j]
d
.p
O,[j]
g[j]
«–
−µ
≃ eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
And nally:
Dk+1|k+1(x) =
[
δ
δx
(
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
)]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
F [g[1], ..., g[N ], h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
≃
[
δ
δx
(
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
)]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
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8.16 Lemma 5.1
Proof. First, ZˇM+1 an be onstruted using ZˇM as follows:
ZˇM+1 =
M+1⋃
p=1
Zˇ
p
M+1
=
(
M⋃
p=1
Zˇ
p
M+1
)
∪
(
ZˇM+1M+1
)
=

 M⋃
p=1
⋃
I∈1[,M+1]
|I|=p
∏
i∈I
Z [i]

 ∪ (Z [M+1] × ZˇMM )
=


M⋃
p=1
⋃
I∈[1 M ]
|I|=p
∏
i∈I
Z [i]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Zˇp
M


∪


M⋃
p=1
Z [M+1] ×
⋃
I∈[1 M ]
|I|=p−1
∏
i∈I
Z [i]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∅ifp=0


∪
(
Z [M+1] × ZˇMM
)
=
(
M⋃
p=1
Zˇ
p
M
)
∪ Z [M+1] ∪


Z [M+1] ×
M−1⋃
p=1
⋃
I∈[1 M ]
|I|=p
∏
i∈I
Z [i]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Zˇp
M


∪
(
Z [M+1] × ZˇMM
)
= ZˇM ∪ Z
[M+1] ∪
(
Z [M+1] ×
M−1⋃
p=1
Zˇ
p
M
)
∪
(
Z [M+1] × ZˇMM
)
= ZˇM ∪ Z
[M+1] ∪
(
Z [M+1] ×
M⋃
p=1
Zˇ
p
M
)
= ZˇM ∪ Z
[M+1] ∪
(
Z [M+1] × ZˇM
)
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We an therefore write:
T (ZˇM+1)
=

T ⊆ ZˇM+1 | supM+1(T ) = ∏
z∈ZM+1
(z, 1)


=

T a ∪ T b ∪ T c | T a ⊆ ZˇM , T b ⊆ Z [M+1], T c ⊆ Z [M+1] × ZˇM , supM+1(T a ∪ T b ∪ T c) = ∏
z∈ZM+1
(z, 1)


=
m[M+1]⋃
p=0
⋃
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
|I|=p

T a ∪ {z[M+1]i }i/∈I ∪ T c | T a ⊆ ZˇM , T c ⊆ Z [M+1] × ZˇM , supM+1(T a ∪ T c) =
∏
z∈ZM∪{z
[M+1]
i }i∈I
(z, 1)
=
m[M+1]⋃
p=0
⋃
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
|I|=p
{
T a ∪ {z
[M+1]
i }i/∈I ∪ {z
[M+1]
i , Ti}i∈I | T
a, T ⊆ ZˇM , |T | = p, supM (T
a ∪ T ) =
∏
z∈ZM
(z, 1)
}
=
m[M+1]⋃
p=0
⋃
T⊆ZˇM
|T |>p
supM (T )=
∏
z∈ZM
(z, 1)
⋃
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
J⊆[1 |T |]
|I|=|J|=p
⋃
σ∈Bij(I,J)
(
{Tj}j /∈J ∪ {z
[M+1]
i }i/∈I ∪ {z
[M+1]
i , Tσ(i)}i∈I
)
=
m[M+1]⋃
p=0
⋃
T∈T (ZˇM )
|T |>p
⋃
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
J⊆[1 |T |]
|I|=|J|=p
⋃
σ∈Bij(I,J)
(
{Tj}j /∈J ∪ {z
[M+1]
i }i/∈I ∪ {z
[M+1]
i , Tσ(i)}i∈I
)
=
⋃
T∈T (ZˇM )
min(|T |,m[M+1])⋃
p=0
⋃
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
J⊆[1 |T |]
|I|=|J|=p
⋃
σ∈Bij(I,J)
(
{Tj}j /∈J ∪ {z
[M+1]
i }i/∈I ∪ {z
[M+1]
i , Tσ(i)}i∈I
)
8.17 Proposition 5.3
Proof. First, let us prove by indution on 1 6 M 6 N that:
δm[1]+...+m[M ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]...δz
[M ]
1 ...δz
[M ]
m[M ]
eβ˜[∅,h] = eβ˜[∅,h]
∑
T∈T (ZˇM )
∏
Ti∈T
β˜[Ti, h]
Considering the measurements produed by the rst sensor only, there is two ases to onsider : either
the rst sensor produed no measurements (m[1] = 0) or produed at least one measurement (m[1] > 0).
If m[1] = 0, then Z [1] = ∅ and Zˇ1 = ∅. Therefore, aording to denition (45), the set of ombinational
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terms T (Zˇ1) is empty. Thus we have:
δ0
δ∅
eβ˜[∅,h] = eβ˜[∅,h]
= eβ˜[∅,h]
∑
T∈∅
∏
Ti∈T
β˜[Ti, h]
If m[1] > 0, then Zˇ1 is the set of 1-tuples {(z)}z∈Z[1] and the set of ombinational terms is redued to the
single element T (Zˇ1) = {Zˇ1}. Thus we have:
δm[1]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
eβ˜[∅,h] = eβ˜[∅,h]
m[1]∏
i=1
β˜[δ
z
[1]
i
, g[2], ..., g[N ], h]
= eβ˜[∅,h]
∏
z∈Z[1]
β˜[(z), h]
= eβ˜[∅,h]
∑
T=Z[1]
∏
Ti∈T
β˜[Ti, h]
= eβ˜[∅,h]
∑
T∈T (Zˇ1)
∏
Ti∈T
β˜[Ti, h]
Therefore, the ase holds for M = 1. Assuming that the ase holds for M < N , let us prove that it holds
for M + 1. We an write:
δm[1]+...+m[M ]+m[M+1]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]...δz
[M ]
1 ...δz
[M ]
m[M ]δz
[M+1]
1 ...δz
[M+1]
m[M+1]
eβ˜[∅,h]
=
δm[M+1]
δz
[M+1]
1 ...δz
[M+1]
m[M+1]

 δm[1]+...+m[M ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]...δz
[M ]
1 ...δz
[M ]
m[M ]
eβ˜[∅,h]


=
δm[M+1]
δz
[M+1]
1 ...δz
[M+1]
m[M+1]

eβ˜[∅,h] ∑
T∈T (ZˇM )
∏
Tk∈T
β˜[Tk, h]

 (using case at step M)
=
m[M+1]∑
p=0
∑
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
|I|=p

 δm[M+1]−p
δ{z
[M+1]
i }i/∈I
eβ˜[∅,h]
δp
δ{z
[M+1]
i }i∈I

 ∑
T∈T (ZˇM )
∏
Tk∈T
β˜[Tk, h]




=
m[M+1]∑
p=0
∑
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
|I|=p

eβ˜[∅,h]
(∏
i/∈I
β˜[(z
[M+1]
i ), h]
) ∑
T∈T (ZˇM )
(
δp
δ{z
[M+1]
i }i∈I
∏
Tk∈T
β˜[Tk, h]
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=A


Sine any ross-term is null if set on two dierent measurement point from the same observation spae
(i.e. the same sensor), A an be expanded as follows:
A =


0 (p > |T |)∑
J⊆[1 |T |]
|J|=p
∑
σ∈Bij(I,J)
∏
j /∈J
β˜[Tj , h]
∏
i∈I
β˜[(z
[M+1]
i , Tσ(i)), h] (p 6 |T |)
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And therefore:
δm[1]+...+m[M ]+m[M+1]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]...δz
[M ]
1 ...δz
[M ]
m[M ]δz
[M+1]
1 ...δz
[M+1]
m[M+1]
eβ˜[∅,h]
= eβ˜[∅,h]
m[M+1]∑
p=0
∑
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
|I|=p
∑
T∈T (ZˇM )
|T |>p
∑
J⊆[1 |T |]
|J|=p
∑
σ∈Bij(I,J)
(∏
i/∈I
β˜[(z
[M+1]
i ), h]
)∏
j /∈J
β˜[Tj , h]

(∏
i∈I
β˜[(z
[M+1]
i , Tσ(i)), h]
)
= eβ˜[∅,h]
∑
T∈T (ZˇM )
min(|T |,m[M+1])∑
p=0
∑
I⊆[1 m[M+1]]
J⊆[1 |T |]
|I|=|J|=p
∑
σ∈Bij(I,J)
(∏
i/∈I
β˜[(z
[M+1]
i ), h]
)∏
j /∈J
β˜[Tj , h]

(∏
i∈I
β˜[(z
[M+1]
i , Tσ(i)), h]
)
= eβ˜[∅,h]
⋃
T∈T (ZˇM+1)
∏
Ti∈T
β˜[Ti, h] (using lemma 5.1)
Therefore, the ase holds true for eah M 6 N and we have:
 δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]


g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0
= eβ[∅,h]
⋃
T∈T (ZˇM+1)
∏
Ti∈T
β[Ti, h]
Using proposition 5.2, we an nally write for any x ∈ X :
Dk+1|k+1(x)
=
[
δ
δx
(
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
)]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1[
δm[1]+...+m[N ]
δz
[1]
1 ...δz
[1]
m[1]
...δz
[N ]
1 ...δz
[N ]
m[N ]
eβ[g
[1],...,g[N ],h]
]
g[1]=0,...,g[N ]=0,h=1
=

 δ
δx

eβ[∅,h] ⋃
T∈T (ZˇM+1)
∏
Ti∈T
β[Ti, h]




h=1
eβ[∅,h] ⋃
T∈T (ZˇM+1)
∏
Ti∈T
β[Ti, h]


h=1
= β[∅, δx] +
∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∑
Ti∈T

β[Ti, δx] ∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
β[Tj , 1]


∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∏
Ti∈T
β[Ti, 1]
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8.18 Proposition 6.1
Proof. The multi-sensor ross-term set in target state x an be reformulated:
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx]
= µ
N∏
j=1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x) 5.1
= µ
P∏
q=1

 ∏
j∈Ps(q)
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
) s(x)
If ∃p ∈ [1 P ], x ∈ Pt(p) then:
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx]
= µ
∏
j∈Ps(p)
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)∏
q 6=p

 ∏
j∈Ps(q)

1− p[j]d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ p
[j]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)



 s(x)
= µ
∏
j∈Ps(p)
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)
= βp[g
[1], ..., g[N ], δx] 5.1
Otherwise, x ∈ Pt(0) and therefore:
β[g[1], ..., g[N ], δx]
= µ
P∏
p=1

 ∏
j∈Ps(p)

1− p[j]d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ p
[j]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)



 s(x)
= µs(x)
The multi-sensor ross-term set in measurements z[t1], ..., z[tM ] an be reformulated:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h]
=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µs

hp[t1]d L[t1]z[t1] ∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
) (M = 1)
µs

h M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d L
[ti]
z[ti]
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
) (M > 1)
5.1
=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µ
P∑
q=0
∫
Pt(q)
h(x)p
[t1]
d (x)L
[t1]
z[t1]
(x)
∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M = 1)
µ
P∑
q=0
∫
Pt(q)
h(x)
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M > 1)
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If ∃p ∈ [1 P ], {t1, ..., tM} ⊆ Ps(p) then:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h]
=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1])
+ µ
∫
Pt(p)
h(x)p
[t1]
d (x)L
[t1]
z[t1]
(x)
∏
j∈Ps(p)
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈Ps(p)

1− p[j]d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ p
[j]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)

 s(x)dx
+ µ
∑
q 6=p
∫
Pt(q)
h(x) p
[t1]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
L
[t1]
z[t1]
(x)
∏
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx
µ
∫
Pt(p)
h(x)
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j∈Ps(p)
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈Ps(p)

1− p[j]d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ p
[j]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)

 s(
+ µ
∑
q 6=p
∫
Pt(q)
h(x)
M∏
i=1

p[ti]d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)

 ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx
=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µ
∫
Pt(p)
h(x)p
[t1]
d (x)L
[t1]
z[t1]
(x)
∏
j∈Ps(p)
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M = 1)
µ
∫
Pt(p)
h(x)
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j∈Ps(p)
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx (M > 1)
=


λ[t1]c[t1](z[t1]) + µs

hp[t1]d L[t1]z[t1] ∏
j∈Ps(p)
j 6=t1
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)
p
(M = 1)
µs

h M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d L
[ti]
z[ti]
) ∏
j∈Ps(p)
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d + p
[j]
d p
O,[j]
g[j]
)
p
(M > 1)
= βp[g
[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], h] (using prop. 5.1)
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Otherwise ∃p1, p2 ∈ [1 P ], p1 6= p2, ∃i1, i2 ∈ [1 M ], i1 6= i2, ti1 ∈ Ps(p1), ti2 ∈ Ps(p2) and therefore:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], h]
= µ
∫
Pt(p1)
h(x) p
[ti2 ]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
L
[ti2 ]
z
[ti2
](x)
∏
i6=i2
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx
+ µ
∫
Pt(p2)
h(x) p
[ti1 ]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
L
[ti1 ]
z
[ti1
](x)
∏
i6=i1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx
+ µ
∑
q 6=p1
q 6=p2
∫
Pt(q)
h(x) p
[ti1 ]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
L
[ti1 ]
z
[ti1
](x)
∏
i6=i1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)dx
= 0
The bounded ross-term set in measurements z[t1], ..., z[tM ] and target state x an be reformulated:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], δx]
= µ
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)
If ∃p ∈ [1 P ], {t1, ..., tM} ⊆ Ps(p), x ∈ Pt(p) then:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], δx]
= µ
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j∈Ps(p)
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈Ps(p)

1− p[j]d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ p
[j]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)

 s(x)
= µ
M∏
i=1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j∈Ps(p)
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)
= βp[g
[p1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[pNp ], δx] (using prop. 5.1)
Otherwise, either x ∈ Pt(0) or ∃p1, p2 ∈ [1 P ], p1 6= p2, ∃i1 ∈ [1 M ], x ∈ Pt(p1), ti1 ∈ Ps(p2) and in both
ases p
[ti1 ]
d (x) = 0 so:
β[g[1], ..., δz[t1] , ..., δz[tM ] , ..., g
[N ], δx]
= µ p
[ti1 ]
d (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
L
[ti1 ]
z
[ti1
](x)
∏
i6=i1
(
p
[ti]
d (x)L
[ti]
z[ti]
(x)
) ∏
j /∈{t1,...,tM}
(
1− p
[j]
d (x) + p
[j]
d (x)p
O,[j]
g[j]
(x)
)
s(x)
= 0
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8.19 Proposition 6.2
Proof. The proof is trivial if P = 1 (i.e. the FOVs of all the sensors belongs to the same equivalene lass).
Moreover, the results from proposition 6.1 hold for any partition oarser than Ps. Thus, it is suient to
prove that proposition 6.2 is true for P = 2. Indeed, applying the result with P = 2 suessively on ner
and ner partitions will yield the result for a partition with any number of elements, namely Ps.
Let P = 2 and let x ∈ X be a given state point. If x ∈ Pt(0), i.e. if x does not lie in any FOV, then by
using propositions 6.1 and 5.3 we have:
Dk+1|k+1(x) = β[∅, δx]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=µs(x)
+
∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∑
Ti∈T

β[Ti, δx]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
β[Tj , 1]


∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∏
Ti∈T
β[Ti, 1]
= Dk+1|k(x)
Otherwise, sine P = 2, either x ∈ Pt(1) or x ∈ Pt(2). Without loss of generality, it is assumed here that
x ∈ Pt(1). Let T ∈ T (ZˇN ) be any (non empty) ombinational term and Ti ∈ T any tuple belonging to T .
Then, aording to proposition 6.1:
β[Ti, h] =


β1[Ti, h] (Ti ∈ Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
β2[Ti, h] (Ti ∈ Zˇ
(2)
N2
)
0 (otherwise)
Therefore we an write:
∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∏
Ti∈T
β[Ti, 1] =
∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
T=T (1)∪T (2)
T (1)⊆Zˇ
(1)
N1
T (2)⊆Zˇ
(2)
N2

 ∏
Ti∈T (1)
β1[Ti, 1]



 ∏
Ti∈T (2)
β2[Ti, 1]


Whih gives, using equations (45) and (55):
=
∑
T=T (1)∪T (2)
T (1)∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
T (2)∈T (Zˇ
(2)
N2
)

 ∏
Ti∈T (1)
β1[Ti, 1]



 ∏
Ti∈T (2)
β2[Ti, 1]


=

 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
∏
Ti∈T
β1[Ti, 1]



 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(2)
N2
)
∏
Ti∈T
β2[Ti, 1]


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Likewise, the numerator in data update equation (51) an be simplied:
∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
∑
Ti∈T

β[Ti, δx] ∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
β[Tj , 1]


=
∑
T∈T (ZˇN )
T=T (1)∪T (2)
T (1)⊆Zˇ
(1)
N1
T (2)⊆Zˇ
(2)
N2
∑
Ti∈T

β[Ti, δx]

 ∏
Tj∈T
(1)
Tj 6=Ti
β1[Tj , 1]



 ∏
Tk∈T
(2)
Tk 6=Ti
β2[Tk, 1]




=
∑
T=T (1)∪T (2)
T (1)∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
T (2)∈T (Zˇ
(2)
N2
)
∑
Ti∈T (1)

β1[Ti, δx]
∏
Tj∈T
(1)
Tj 6=Ti
β1[Tj, 1]



 ∏
Ti∈T (2)
β2[Ti, 1]

+
∑
T=T (1)∪T (2)
T (1)∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
T (2)∈T (Zˇ
(2)
N2
)
∑
Ti∈T (2]

 ∏
Tj∈T (1)
β1[Tj , 1]



β2[Ti, δx]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
(x∈Pt(1))
∏
Tk∈T
(2)
Tk 6=Ti
β2[Tk, 1]


=

 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
∑
Ti∈T

β1[Ti, δx] ∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
β1[Tj, 1]





 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(2)
N2
)
∏
Ti∈T
β2[Ti, 1]


Finally, replaing in equation (51) the simplied expressions of the numerator and denominator above
gives the result:
Dk+1|k+1(x) = β[∅, δx] +

 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
∑
Ti∈T

β1[Ti, δx] ∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
β1[Tj, 1]





 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(2)
N2
)
∏
Ti∈T
β2[Ti, 1]



 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
∏
Ti∈T
β1[Ti, 1]



 ∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(2)
N2
)
∏
Ti∈T
β2[Ti, 1]


= β1[∅, δx] +
∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
∑
Ti∈T

β1[Ti, δx] ∏
Tj∈T
Tj 6=Ti
β1[Tj , 1]


∑
T∈T (Zˇ
(1)
N1
)
∏
Ti∈T
β1[Ti, 1]
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8.20 Proposition 6.4
Proof. Let us prove by indution that for any sensor i in [1 N ] and any x in X , we have:
µ[i]s[i](x) =


∏
k6i
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k16i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
∏
k6i,k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16···6ki6i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[ki]∑
ji=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[ki]
d (x)L
[ki]
z
[ki]
ji
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[ki]
M (z
[ki]
ji
)



µs(x)
The base ase is trivial, using denition 6.4 we have:
µ[1]s[1](x) = C
[1]
M (Z
[1]
k+1|x)µs(x)
=

1− p[1]d + ∑
z∈Z
[1]
k+1
p
[1]
d (x)L
[1]
z (x)
λ[1]c[1](z) + µs[p
[1]
d L
[1]
z ]

µs(x)
=

1− p[1]d + m[1]∑
j1=1
p
[1]
d (x)L
[1]
z
[1]
j1
(x)
Den
[1]
M (z
[1]
j1
)

µs(x)
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Assuming that the indution is true up to step i ∈ [1 N − 1], let us prove it at step i + 1. One again
using denition 6.4, we have:
µ[i+1]s[i+1](x)
= C
[i+1]
M (Z
[i+1s]
k+1 |x)µ
[i]s[i](x)
=


1− p
[i+1]
d (x) +
m[i+1]∑
ji+1=1
p
[i+1]
d (x)L
[i+1]
z
[i+1]
ji+1
(x)
λ[i+1]c[i+1](z
[i+1]
ji+1
) + µ[i]s[i]
[
p
[i+1]
d L
[i+1]
z
[i+1]
ji+1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Den
[i+1]
M
(z
[i+1]
ji+1
)


µ[i]s[i](x)
=

1− p[i+1]d (x) + m[i+1]∑
ji+1=1
p
[i+1]
d (x)L
[i+1]
z
[i+1]
ji+1
(x)
Den
[i+1]
M (z
[i+1]
ji+1
)

 .

∏
k6i
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k16i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
∏
k6i,k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16...6ki6i


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[ki]∑
ji=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[ki]
d (x)L
[ki ]
z
[ki]
ji
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[ki]
M (z
[ki]
ji
)



µs(x)
=

 ∏
k6i+1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k1<i+1


m[k1]∑
j1=1
∏
k6i+1,k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16...6ki<i+1


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[ki]∑
ji=1
∏
k6i+1,k 6=k1 ,...,k 6=ki
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[ki]
d (x)L
[ki ]
z
[ki]
ji
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[ki]
M (z
[ki]
ji
)


+
∑
16k1=i+1


m[k1]∑
j1=1
∏
k6i+1,k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16...6ki6ki+1=i+1


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[ki+1]∑
ji=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[ki]
d (x)L
[ki+1]
z
[ki+1]
ji+1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[ki+1]
M (z
[ki+1]
ji+1
)



µs(x)
=


∏
k6i+1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k16i+1


m[k1]∑
j1=1
∏
k6i+1,k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16...6ki+16i+1


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[ki+1]∑
ji+1=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[ki+1]
d (x)L
[ki+1]
z
[ki+1]
ji+1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[ki+1]
M (z
[ki+1]
ji+1
)



µs(x)
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Therefore, the indution is true up to step N . Then, using denition 6.4 one more, we have:
Dk+1|k+1(x) ≃ µ
[N ]s[N ](x)
≃

∏
k6N
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
+
∑
16k16N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
∏
k 6=k1
(
1− p
[k]
d (x)
)
.p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1 ]
z
[k1]
j1
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
)


+ · · ·+
∑
16k16...6kN 6N


m[k1]∑
j1=1
· · ·
m[kN ]∑
jN=1
p
[k1]
d (x)L
[k1]
z
[k1]
j1
(x) · · · p
[kN ]
d (x)L
[kN ]
z
[kN ]
jN
(x)
Den
[k1]
M (z
[k1]
j1
) · · ·Den
[kN ]
M (z
[kN ]
jN
)



Dk+1|k(x)
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